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Society Notice Board
Editor’s Comments:

Hope you like the front cover which I thought was very appropriate for the year taken, this month and
our 40th year, in that it is of Cl.03 2013 on March MPD taken in 1973. It was a hot 1st July day whilst on
a ‘rival’ Worcester Locomotive Society trip to East Anglia. I didn’t take many photos with film and most
were rubbish when I now look back at them, but fortunately this one was OK. 2013 only lasted another
3 years, succumbing to the cutters torch at Doncaster Works in March 1977. Of the 42 locos on the
depot that day this was the only 03, the others being 14 x 08, 5 x 25, 18 x 31 and 4 x 37. Anyone got a
good photo of Cl.47 1973 and/or in other subsequent guises as 47272 / 47593, as I can then do a
feature on a loco still with us today as 47790. I have photos of it as 47673 and its recent flip flopping
as 47593 / 47790.
Not only does 2013 mark our 40th Anniversary but an equally momentous occasion occurred 10 years
earlier on 27th March 1963 with the publishing of the infamous Beeching report, ‘The Reshaping of
British Railways’. This was in the form of two booklets (9 ½” x 6 “), Part 1: Report (148 pages) and Part
2: Maps (12 maps). Strangely if you were to pick it up today no one would know who the author(s)
were, as no names or attributions are included. Much has been written over the years and everyone
has their opinion of the report and the consequential actions, but to be fair to Dr Richard Beeching he
was only the author of a much needed report on the state of the railways following rapid change from
a clapped out post war system through implementation of political Nationalisation (1948) and the
disorganised Modernisation Plan (1955). There were many others, politicians and road transport
lobbyists who had other agendas for the role of railways in a fast evolving transport network
dominated by the rush to embrace road transport. In the wider social context the public also wanted
more personal mobility enabled by affordable cars. Britain was embarking into brave new world of
technology and design. With hindsight many bold enterprises of the 1960s have been discredited or at
best seen to be misguided, anyone want a tower block !

Whatever the outcome no plan can be conceived without accurate facts and this report did at least
provide those. The arguments of the removing branch lines or types of traffic and the knock on effects
causing further closures are a whole other story and no one at the time envisaged resurgence in
traffic, population growth or policies to deal with global warming. The human consequences of the
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Report are however neatly encapsulated in the latest article of Memoirs of a Railman, where the
prevailing mood changed almost immediately. For those perhaps who have never read the Report and
only aware of the outcome and the raging arguments, I have provided some interesting extracts in the
article entitled Beeching together with some context and hopefully it will provide a better insight into
the whole process.
Railways are clearly the current flavour for TV programme makers, as we now have a further 6 hour
long programmes under the series heading The Railway: Keeping Britain on Track (BBC2 Tues)
and a one off hour long documentary The Flying Scotsman: A Rail Romance was screened on
Monday 4th March (BBC2).
Due to a problem with our printers, some members received less than perfect copies of Tracks last
month. All those who reported the problem have received good copies, but if anyone else had an
issue with some pages over printed please let me know. On this point, unless members tell me there is
an issue with overprinting, blank pages or similar I will not be aware, unless my spare copies exhibit
an issue and I therefore cannot take it up with the printers. Normally such issues only affect a handful
of copies.
With this issue we have completed the first year using the new distribution system and renewal forms
on the reverse of the address carrier sheet. On the whole it has been very successful, though I have
received a few crumpled forms back once it was realised what was happening and no doubt rescued
from the bin !! Also it is pleasing to see that many members (60 so far) are using BACS or have set up
annual standing orders to pay membership rather than PayPal or cheques. Please continue to do so
and it would be nice to entice a few more members to try this quick and painless method of payment.
It is also pleasing to note that we now have 90 members, the highest ever, who have paid for 5 year
memberships, giving savings to both them and the Society. So again please consider this option when
renewing...at least it means I know we have someone to keep reading Tracks for the next 5 years !!!!
Having had a fascinating extended run, I am giving Ramblings of a Rail Enthusiast a rest for a while.
Partly this is to allow room for Beeching and other articles in our anniversary year, but mostly as I
haven’t had a chance to scan anymore of Dave’s photos or do the associated research !! One four
part series I have finally got round to finishing is Memoirs of a Railman by Jim Fitch, the second part
being published way back in March 2009. Apologies Jim for the long delay, but this third part neatly fits
in with 2013 as it was 50 years ago that Jim’s railway career was cut short following the Beeching
report. As the Beeching article is long I have also held over the next instalment of 40th Anniversary
– The ICRS Story.
In a dramatic twist to the disruption caused by recent flooding, memories of the Aberfan disaster have
been evoked by a waste tip landslide at Hatfield Colliery which has completely wrecked the four track
running line between Hatfield & Stainforth Station and the M18. Totally closed on the 12th February,
after reports of rough riding on the 9th, it was initially assessed to take a couple of months before
repairs could be completed, though this is now an indefinite closure. As an engineer, I suspect it might
take a long time to fix this mess as the tip first has to be allowed to stabilise, not easy as this loose
material, can continue to flow, before the ‘overflow’ onto and under the tracks can be removed. It
doesn’t help that the underlying geology is alluvium. More serious is the worries of surrounding
residents on the north side of the tip that further landslips could occur and pressure might be brought
to bear to lower the height of the tip or even remove it. Whilst bus replacement services cover the
passenger services from Doncaster to Scunthorpe and Goole, other services are being diverted via
Selby. Freight is being diverted via Brigg or Lincoln. For some really dramatic photos see the following
Network Rail link.
www.networkrailmediacentre.co.uk/News-Releases/7345/Disruption-to-rail-services-Stainforth

Members Comments:

When you are slogging away as a volunteer, continually processing membership applications and
renewals and hopefully producing something members wish to read, be it Tracks or our books, there
is nothing more satisfying that receiving kind comments of appreciation. Means we must be doing
something right ! The following are some received in the last couple of months:
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“I have thoroughly enjoyed being a member for the last 12 months and look forward to being a
member for many years to come.” Peter Gatenby
“Many thanks for copies of Tracks magazine. They have certainly come a long way from the
original newsletter and are very professional and comprehensive.” Steve Shuttleworth
(former founder member)
“Thank you to you and the team at ICRS for the fantastic service that you provide to the
enthusiast – it is much appreciated.” Neil Williams
“Many thanks for the prompt action of my membership application.” Grenville Jackson
“I am guilty of just accepting Tracks as it comes each month and have got very blasé about it,
but seeing this rival publication made me appreciate your efforts so well done on a quality
publication.” David Spencer (commenting after seeing another Society magazine)
"I am pleased to be a member of ICRS and look forward to Tracks dropping through my door
every month. So I say to you and all the team Happy New Year and keep up the excellent work"
Tony Stroud
th

AGM – Sat. 13 April 2013:

This year our AGM is being held at Wansford on the Nene Valley Railway (NVR). It will start promptly
at 14.30 and run until 15.30. All Members are welcome to attend. Access to Wansford by car is easy
being only ½ mile from the A1 (junction to Stibbington). Lunch will be provided for those attending the
AGM.
Prior to the AGM we will hold a separate 40th Anniversary Event which is open to all Members but
MUST be booked in advance. We have booked a round trip of the line in the recently restored
Swedish Railcar, which will run between scheduled public services. The Railcar ride will be free to
Members and will be on a first come first served basis. In addition we have arranged discounted travel
on the NVR. Instead of £14 for a Rover ticket you will only pay £10. This will be helpful for those
arriving by train from Peterborough, for which the NVR timetable is reproduced below.
Travel on the Railcar is by advance reservation only so please urgently contact Carl Watson to reserve
your place (details on page 2) either by email or by post, in which case make sure you include your
name, address, membership number and a stamped addressed envelope. We will use the SAE to let
you know what you need to do on the day. There is no need to send any money yet. Likewise details
will be emailed to those applying by email. To enable us to plan the day in good time, PLEASE
respond urgently.
Station

Timetable

Wansford
Yarwell Jnct

dep
arr

10.00
10.05

11.45
11.50

13.30
13.35

15.15
15.20

Yarwell Jnct
Wansford
Ferry Meadows
Orton Mere
Peterborough Nene Valley

dep
arr
dep
dep
arr

10.15
10.20
10.35
10.40
10.45

12.00
12.05
12.20
12.25
12.30

13.45
13.50
14.05
14.10
14.15

15.30
15.35
15.50
15.55
16.00

Peterborough Nene Valley
Orton Mere
Ferry Meadows
Wansford

dep
dep
dep
arr

11.00
11.06
11.11
11.26

12.45
12.51
12.56
13.11

14.30
14.36
14.41
14.56

16.15
16.21
16.26
16.41

Obituary:

Sadly we have lost one of our early members, Walter Kemp from Norfolk. Though a member for nearly
40 years he was never very active on trips or took photographs, but loved railways. Our sincere
condolences go to his wife and family.
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Membership Matters:
Subscriptions:
Annual - £16.00, Five year - £75.00 (saving £5.00 & hedging against future rises)
ICRS Membership gives you:
• a high quality full colour 40 page monthly magazine Tracks - covering all aspects of railways.
• an informative website, with access to previous editions of the magazine.
• up to 27% discount on all ICRS publications (5 currently published).
• 10% discount on lan Allan books.
New Members: (* re-joined)
Barry Clayton (Leicester), Thomas Hitchcock (Bourne), Keri Jones (Gillingham), Nigel Matthews
(Evesham), Graham Morris (Shipley), Rob Perry (Preston), Paul Rothery (Sheffield), Barry Titmuss
(Luton), John Weaver (Leicester), Neville Willimott (Horsham St.Faith) - a warm welcome to you all.
Membership Renewal: When your membership is due for renewal this will be indicated on the Tracks
address carrier sheet with your expiry date. The reverse of the carrier sheet will be printed with a
Renewal / Reminder form, which can be returned or not depending on the method of payment (see
below). If no renewal is forthcoming after a second Final Reminder, your membership will be deemed
to have lapsed.
Methods of Payment:
Internet Banking (BACS) / Standing Order: This is the preferred most cost effective, secure and
quickest way of paying, for you and the Society and ensures we get the full amount. Please remit your
sub to a/c: 22032668 sort code: 309947 (Lloyds TSB, 128-132 York Road, Hartlepool TS26 9DD).
Please use your name and membership number as a reference. If you choose to set up a standing
order for annual payments only, then please make the payment date the first of the month following
your expiry date (see overleaf). By using a standing order your membership will automatically be paid
each year until you stop it. Please confirm, by email or telephone which option you have used.
Cheque or Postal Order: Please make payable to ICRS and return your remittance with the form to:
Trevor Roots (Membership Secretary) ICRS Membership Renewal, Mill of Botary, Cairnie, Huntly,
Aberdeenshire AB54 4UD
PayPal: Pay by credit card or debit card via PayPal on the website, however this incurs a cost to the
Society (currently £0.74 for £16 & £2.75 for £75)
Please note we cannot accept credit card payments over the telephone.
Please provide your first name and a landline telephone number, whether joining or renewing and your
email. If you renew in the first week of the month, whilst Tracks is at the printers, you may receive a
Renewal / Reminder form but do not worry as the admin process will naturally see things cross in the
post. Please also note that cheques are not presented to the bank until usually the first week of the
following month. All renewals whether by BACS, PayPal or by post will be acknowledged with a new
membership card and where possible, by email.
NB. When using PayPal, please remember to provide your home address and email via the comments
box, but ONLY if different from the one used ie you may use your partners account or do it from work.
Also use the comments box if buying or renewing a subscription for someone else.
Membership Cards: Your membership is valid until the end of month as shown by the first two
numbers. For those who joined from mid 2009, the second two numbers are the year. Cards will be
sent as soon as practicable following your renewal, separate from Tracks distribution.

Website Matters:

Members Area: Access requires a username and password. From the start of 2011 the username is
now your 6 figure membership number and the password a random word provided by Trevor Roots.
For new members this will be in the welcome email and following letter. For existing members, email a
request to Mark Richards at website.manager@icrs.org.uk Please remember to include your ICRS
membership number.
NB. The username / password is personal to you and should not be given to a non-member.
Flickr Photo Gallery: As previously stated, Mark Richards has established our photo gallery on
Flickr, so please have a look www.flickr.com/photos/intercity-railway-society. However the
success of this site relies on your support, so please send Mark your photos.
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ICRS Yahoo Group: We have our own Yahoo Group, established in March 2004, open to members
and non-members alike to post sightings and observations, share comments and debate about the
current railway scene. To join visit finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/intercityrailwaysociety/ or
email intercityrailwaysociety-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
Facebook: For those of you who've become part of the social networking revolution online, ICRS now
has a Facebook page. Search for ICRS and request us to be your friend and you'll be connected to
what we do. We acknowledge that not all of our members have computers but if you can and want to
get in touch then please do so and we'll see where it takes us.

Magazine:

Submissions: Any information / article on any railway related item will be most welcome for inclusion
in the magazine. Your visits, travel stories or anecdotes about any part of the railway network, past or
present, home or abroad can give pleasure to others or inform of places to visit. This railway hobby of
ours is made all that more enjoyable by the sharing of information, knowledge and experiences. Neatly
hand written submissions are perfectly acceptable, but ideally a typed document is preferable. Better
still, if you have a PC and internet connection then send an email. Good quality photographs are
always welcome, either prints or preferably high res digital photographs via e-mail (not compressed
please). Please include full contact details with any submissions, including your first name.
The latest date for articles / info for the April issue is Friday 29th March 2013
with delivery to members after Friday 12th April 2013
Magazine Distribution: Tracks is distributed direct from the printers to members in a clear plastic
wrapping with an address carrier sheet (reverse printed with a Renewal / Reminder form if
appropriate). If any member fails to receive their copy after one week from the above estimated
delivery date then please contact the editor.
Magazine Contributors: Thanks to Alan Knox, Brian Derricote, Peter Follett, Steve Revill, Arthur
Dunkerley, Bob Eastwood, Steve Fryer, Geoff Hope, Ian McAlpine, David Elliott, Roger Thomas,
Dave Spencer, Mark Richards, Ray Smith, Derek Sneddon, Nigel Hoskins, John Barton, James
Holloway, Carl Watson & Trevor Roots. We are sorry if anyone has been missed. All photos by
Trevor Roots unless shown otherwise.

Publications
2013 UK Pocket Book:

Next off the production line is the UK Pocket Book which will be
due for release mid April. This will be the largest (252 pages),
most accurate and best laid out Pocket Book so far so get your
orders in. I intend to use this one as I’m still using 2009 version !!
Prices etc are shown on the rear cover of Tracks.

2013 UK Combine:

Hopefully everyone who pre-ordered the new 2013 UK Combine
should by now have received their copy as it was released in mid
February.
Unlike UK Wagons, the number of pages has increased slightly
to 280. Prices etc are shown on the rear cover of Tracks.

2013 UK Wagons:

Hopefully the new format is to your liking and we would
appreciate any feedback
We appreciate some users want different content but as explained in the book, it is a difficult task to
compile an accurate list and it is immediately out of date when printed. Any constructive comments will
be taken on board with the next issue so please let us have your thoughts.
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Eastleigh Works Report
by Carl Watson
General: 73119 ‘Borough of Eastleigh’
came to grief in the holding siding
alongside the station on the 18th (see
photo right) and, once re-railed, was
moved into the Works for inspection.
Fortunately no serious damage was done
and the loco was released soon after.
Locos: 31465 and DBSO 9703 (see
photo opposite) visited with Test Trains
on the 5th February and 1st March.
D6515 (33012) is now on temporary
bogies (presumably those from scrapped
sister 33034).
08650 was shunted into the
Paintshop on the 15th, it will emerge
in due course in Mendip Rail colours
as per 08933 last year (see photo
left).
73204 is on site awaiting removal to
Brush
at
Loughborough
and
conversion to a 73/9.
66846 arrived for an A exam and fuel
on the 15th, 66849 also arrived later
in the month but I wasn’t quick
enough to record it with my camera!
Pairs of 57s have been operating the
SITT out of the Works during this
very cold period. 57301 and 57310
have been the main ones but others
have been used and 73212 put in an
appearance with 57301 on the 19th20th.
57306 top and tailed 57305 with
coach 977997 on a test train on the
22nd (see photo below)
On the 21st all six NR 57s were on
site at the same time. Not unheard of
but still quite a rare occurrence.
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66736 ‘WOLVERHAMPTON WANDERERS’ arrived on the 27th with the Arlington liveried Translators
(975974 and 975978) for the move of 317732 to Ilford the following day.

Wagons:
66538 was on the trip from Maritime on the 18th with KTA 97774 and FLAs 606132, 131, 133 and 134
for repair. It returned with repaired FLAs 606016, 605022, 008, 005 and 606015.

66143 came in from East Yard with one IVA 23.80.2398 555-5 for repair on the 21st (see photo above
left).
66537 was on the Maritime trip on the 25th, bringing in KTA 97736 (see photo above right) for repair
and departing with repaired FLAs 606132, 131, 133 and 134.
The two SITT wagons based at the Works are ZZA 99.70.9594 009-1 and 011-7.
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Repaired KTA 97774 was awaiting return to traffic in the Works yard on the 1st March (see photo
below).

Units:
450549, 107, 570, 108, 565,
105, 543, 019 and 091 have
had modifications by Siemens
during February.
455828 and 829 have been
completed by Wabtec, with
455832 almost complete on the
28th.
Vehicle 77634 of 455828 is of
note as it has one cab window
in the same deep split style as
on class 318s as compared
with the normal depth window
on 455813 in photos right.

The de-icing GLVs continue to be returned to the Works for re-supply and 68505 is still in the
workshop awaiting wheelsets.
317732 headed to Ilford behind 66736 on the 28th. (see photo opposite taken on the 27th).
Coaching Stock:
The DRS Mk2s are nearing completion with 5971, 6001, 6008, 6117 and 6122 all now sporting DRS
Compass livery.
London Underground:
Pre-1938 Standard car 7281, ex Isle of Wight Class 485 no. 44, was shunted into the scrap line on the
19th and broken up the following day. L130 is now the only vehicle left for disposal and was processed
and ready for disposal by 1st March. The LT Museum are retrieving a few parts before it too makes its
way for scrap in early March.
Project Yankee:
Bruce Knights’ 16” gauge American 4-4-0 steam engine is now being overhauled and rebuilt with
much work being undertaken in the last month or so. There is a blog for those who wish to find out
more about this interesting project and keep up to date with progress; http://fregbert.blogspot.co.uk/
photos by Carl Watson
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Memoirs of a Railman
by Jim Fitch
Long in the continuation, the following is an account of Jim’s final days in BR service. To recap from
the previous two articles, Jim started as an apprentice at Swindon Works in 1953, migrating to Old
Oak Common MPD in 1958, then into National Service (1958-60) and finally Bournemouth MPD
(1960-63), all as a fitter.
Following his National Service (see March 2009 issue), the following is an account of Jim’s time at
Bournemouth MPD.
Bournemouth Loco was a totally different shed to Old Oak Common (OOC). Although both were
mainline sheds, the shed at Bournemouth was a long shed and the turntable was at the opposite end
of the depot. More intriguing, there was a coaling plant as in most sheds. Coal was shovelled from a
wagon into a crane hopper, which then raised the hopper and unloaded it into the loco tender or
bunker on an adjacent line. The maintenance situation was completely different too. Instead of the
various gangs of fitters and boilermakers, not to mention the coppersmiths at OOC, there was just one
gang of fitters, 11 men in total and one gang of boilermakers, 3 men. The fitters operated on a rota to
cover the various shifts, which were:
• one examining fitter on night shift whose role was to check the locos as they came on shed and note any
defects he found.
• two fitters on nights who attended to any drivers defect reports and the examiners reports.
• one fitter on early shift who again attended to any faults or defects to enable a loco to keep running.
• one fitter on late shift covering the same area as early shift.
• the other fitters were on days covering a variety of jobs ranging from routine maintenance to lifting a loco
to attend to a hot box, which required the wheels to be run free of the loco.
Each fitter worked with either a fitter’s mate or an apprentice, however at times 5 or 6 of us might be
required to help with lifting some of the heavy or awkward parts. For example, removing or replacing
the oil sump on an un-rebuilt spam-can....(Bulleid 4-6-2 Pacifics for the uninitiated, ed). Incredible as it
may seem these days, there was no electric lighting in the pits nor plugs for electric lead lamps. Our
only illumination under or inside was a paraffin lamp, which I suppose was an improvement on the
candle stuck in a nut which I used at Swindon and OOC. Add to that the water that was always in the
pits from either the locos or the rain. If the wind blew the wrong way, the rain came into the shed for
about 50 metres.
The loco allocation was mainly a mix of express locos, 4-6-2 Merchant Navy, West Country, Battle of
Britain and 4-6-0 Lord Nelsons together with a number of 0-4-4T M7s for working the Swanage branch
and the old road, as the line to Brockenhurst via Wimborne was called. Various other classes such as
Standard 2-6-0 76xxx and moguls were also shedded there. Although the ‘slow and dirty’ (Somerset
and Dorset) ran into Bournemouth West, that line was usually worked by Bath locos.
I believe I am correct in saying that all express trains divided into two portions at Bournemouth
Central, with the exception of the Bournemouth Belle Pullman, one going onto Weymouth and the
other to Bournemouth West. On the UP, the reverse happened. The train from Weymouth was pulled
out of the platform on arrival at Central and stood on the road alongside the shed. Then the front
portion arrived from West station behind the train engine. The Weymouth portion was then shunted by
the pilot, usually a M7 and coupled to the front portion. Today, of course, the procedure with an EMU
is a lot simpler and the service can be varied with the division / joining at either Bournemouth or
Southampton depending on what operating service the train is on.
Looking through my records, I see they stopped in February 1961, so I can only supply 5 months
information. However I think this gives a typical insight into a fitter’s life in any medium / small size UK
running shed.
DATE
1960
October:
11/12/14/19-21/31

LOCO EXAM
34102 heavy exam
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This would include removing valves and pistons, taking down the motion, removing superheating
tubes etc and repairing and replacing. As can be seen from the following entries, this sort of exam was
worked on when other jobs were not required to maintain locos in service.
DATE

LOCO REPAIR

30548
30057
30107
30112
30127
6
30105
34085
7/8 steam crane 1
8-10
30541
12
34029
34088
30127
13
76057
14/15
30108

1960 October:
11
76025 steam heating
12
30104 various
30105 remove coupling and con rods
for towing to Eastleigh Works
13
30104 steam reverser
14
30788 uncouple tender for repair
(boilermakers)
35027 remove cleating for repair
(boilermakers)
15
31802 hot box
17/18
30788 various, re-couple tender
19
35024 middle big end
22
34028 clack valves
30112 various
24-26
30059 various - lifting road
25
35011 replace tender spring
26-27
30128 hot box
28
30059 hot box
29
34103 replace lefthand middle
driving spring
1960 November:
1
30059 hot box
2
30127 hot box
3
30059 another hot box
4
30107 hot box
5
D2275 gearbox
34031 limiter valve
7
34029 TIA valve
8
30059 fit new axle box
9
34047 refit middle big end
10/11
35021 various
12/14
30111 slide valves
14
30060 righthand injector
15
34053 various
75065 various
16
34103 various
30127 various
17
30104 various
34039 various
18
34103 change trailing driver spring
34041 injectors
30057 various
19
30111 various
21
30111 slide valves
35002 con rod
22
30060 various
23/24
34045 various
25/26
34040 various
30112 various
28
34102 various
30105 big end
29/30
34102 various
1960 December:
1
34102 various
2
34093 vacuum
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16

30104
30108
30548
17
34040
19
35027
20
35002
21
30059
22
34042
23
34039
24
34102
30057
28
34105
29
34046
30040
30
35011
31
30060
30105
1961 January:
2-5/10/11 35002
3
73042
5
31798
12/13
34044
13
35008
14
30559
16
34029
17
30057
18
30060
19
76025
30104
75067
34085
34053
34040
20
30060
21
30788
23/24/26/30 35027
25
30059
75067
76025
30107
34078
30127
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left big end
various
various
various
various
various
various
various
valves and pistons
clack valves
clack valves
various
various
various and change
leading springs
various
reverser
right big end
change tender brake blocks
various and clean TIA valve
start exam
piston and spindle glands
various
replace smokebox plate
blast pipe
hydraulics
various
various
various
various
various
feed pipes
intermediate exam
adjust tender brakes
vacuum
various
various
various
various
various
various
various
various
various
various
various
various
various
crosshead fixtures
intermediate exam
various
various
various
various
various
various

26
27

28
30
31

30107 lubricators (whilst travelling
from Bournemouth West to
Wareham
30127 various
6864
various
34105 various
30541 various
75077 various
30111 reversing cylinder
30111 replace brake blocks

1961 February:
1
30539
2
76026
30857
34047
30773
76025
75067
76057

various
various
various
various
various
various
various
various

NB. D2275 worked Poole Yard and a Grange class (of which 6864 was a classmate) loco worked a
daily turn into Bournemouth from Oxford.
Unfortunately the second book in which I recorded from 3rd February onwards, got lost in one my
house moves, so my final 2 years at Bournemouth MPD are only memories.
In March 1963 I left the railway with some regrets. I had started in 1953 with high hopes of a lifelong
career, but along came Dr Beeching and the philosophy of railway management changed. No longer
would railmen work their way through the various grades and departments where promotion was open
to all. In future, senior posts would go to university graduates who would come in and be fast tracked.
This meant that with the reduction of various routes and closure of depots and stations, there was no
likelihood of reaching a managerial position. So taking the advice of a district superintendent, I
commenced employment with Bournemouth Corporation who still had a system of promotion through
the grades. In this way I finally was made redundant at the age of 55 when my job as a manager was
shared out amongst half a dozen supervisors. That is another story as I still hold a trolleybus drivers
licence and if they make a comeback as with trams, I might be wanted again !!
The car park at Bournemouth station is where the depot used to be. Sometimes when I park before
catching my train to my spotting location, I look round and try to visualise it as it was. The path from
the overbridge that led down to the offices is now a footpath access to the station via the car park. So
as I walk I am able to say, the stores would be there, there’s the lifting road and the fitters mess room
and toilets about there.
Jim’s final railway memoirs are as a schoolboy from 1937 up to the start of his railway career in 1953
and the subject of his first article (January 2009).
to be continued.

Preservation Photo Spot
141113 on a service train approaching
Swanwick, Midland Railway Butterley
17th February 2013 (James Holloway)
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Beeching
Background: As mentioned in the editorial, the railways were in a mess by the early 1960s and part
of a complex political and social revolution. They were still operating largely in the traditional regions
with little co-ordination as was borne out in the implementation of the 1955 Modernisation Plan, where
supposedly standardised diesel and electric traction was to be introduced, yet steam continued to be
built up to 1960 and the Western Region opted for diesel-hydraulics. With insufficient analysis of traffic
and in the face of mounting road transport, many early diesel designs were doomed to failure and an
early demise. What with over provision of routes, many underutilised this led to gross inefficiencies
and a railway economy that was unsustainable. All this had been building up since the nationalisation
of the Railways under a Labour government through 1947 Transport Act where all transport was
lumped together under the British Transport Commission (BTC), on 1st January 1948. Labour lost
power in 1951 to the Conservatives and would not regain it until 1964.
By the time the Conservatives gained power for the third time in 1959 under Harold Macmillan, the
railways were the millstone round the neck of the BTC. So it was that the new Transport Minister
Ernest Marples was given the task of sorting it all out. In what followed it is worth noting that, unlike
modern times, Marples stayed in post throughout the parliament until Labour won in 1964. This is
significant as it was he who oversaw the implementation of Beeching Report to come. The politics of
the time were all played out against the rising prosperity and feel good factor of the time where Britain
was coming out of post war austerity. With the advent of cheaper cars and the desire of the public to
have personal freedom, car ownership soared from just under 2 million in 1938 to 6 million in 1961
and it was projected to double to 12 million by 1970. It was seen at the time that railways were almost
a relic of a Victorian age that many wanted to break away from and certainly Whitehall felt the railways
did not give good value for money as opposed to roads. It didn’t help that Ernest Marples ran his own
roads building firm at the time of his election and though he gave away his shares (subsequently
found to be to his wife !!) he had a definite leaning to road transport. It was under his watch the M1
was built, having approved it in 1959. Prior to this, whilst he was Postmaster General, the first part of
the M6, the Preston bypass was completed in 1958.
Marples immediate priorities to curb spiralling costs led to tighter controls over the BTC and the
chaotic spending of the Modernisation Plan, setting up an advisory panel. This was chaired by Sir Ivan
Stedeford, which included a certain Dr Richard Beeching (b.1913), not the first choice, who was an
engineer with ICI. The outcome was a white paper in December 1960 recommending the breakup of
the BTC and the railways to be placed under a new body the British Railways Board (BRB) with
financial targets. In this way the losses could be tackled independently of other forms of transport,
though it was those other forms in competition, notable road transport that was largely responsible for
many of the railways ills.
The BRB was set up from 1st June 1963 following the 1962 British Transport Act, which abolished the
BTC. The first chairman was Dr Beeching, who was given leave by ICI for 5 years to fulfil his new task.
Put in post from 1st June 1961 he got on with compiling his report ‘The Reshaping of British Railways’
published on 27th March 1963.
The Report: The chapters Foreword and The Nature of the Problem prefaced the analysis covered
in the first 60 pages. The final 88 pages are appendices including traffic studies and stock lists with
then lists of services, stations and rolling stock proposed for withdrawal. Though some were already
earmarked or had already gone, 2363 stations were proposed for closure and 5000 route miles
stripped from the system of 18000 miles. Though there had been a steady decline in route mileage
throughout the 1950s it was the severity of the proposed cuts over a short time period that he gained
him the title of ‘axeman’, though in reality it was Ernest Marples who made the decisions. It also helps
if another part of Macmillan’s speech, which follows the second paragraph, is included as it is
illuminating...read on.
“Secondly, the public must accept the need for changes in the size and pattern of the industry. This
will involve certain sacrifices of convenience, for example, in the reduction of uneconomic services.”
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The following are extracts from the Part 1: Report, pages 1 – 4 (part) and 57 (part) – 60, 138 - 140.

The Reshaping of British Railways
FOREWORD
The formulation of plans for the reshaping of British Railways has been foreshadowed by numerous references
in Parliament, and in other places, ever since the Prime Minister, speaking in the House on 10th March, 1960,
said:“First the industry must be of a size and pattern suited to modern conditions and prospects. In particular, the
railway system must be remodelled to meet current needs, and the modernisation plan must be adapted to this
new shape.”
It may appear that the lapse of three years between the date when the original reference was made to the
necessity for reshaping the railways and the emergence of a plan is excessive, but there are two reasons why it
took so long.
In the first place, attention was devoted to the reorganisation of the British Transport Commission structure. As
a result, it was not until the latter part of 1961, after the first steps had been taken to give effect to the structural
reorganisation described in the White Paper on Reorganisation of the Nationalised Transport Undertaking
(Cmnd. 1248), that positive steps were taken towards planning the future shape of the railways.
Secondly, there had never before been any systematic assembly of a basis of information upon which planning
could be founded, and without which the proper role of the railways in the transport system as a whole could not
be determined. The collection of this information was itself a massive task and it is, perhaps, more surprising
that it was brought to a useful stage in just over a year than that it should have taken so long.
Throughout these investigations and the preparation of this report the British Railways Board has had it in mind
that its duty is to employ the assets vested in it, and develop or modify them, to the best advantage of the nation.
Also, because the ultimate choice of what is considered most advantageous must be made by the nation, it is a
basic responsibility of the Board to provide, as objectively and comprehensively as possible, information which
makes clear the range and nature of the choice.
In general, people will wish to base a choice between alternative modes of transport upon consideration of
quality of service and the cost of obtaining it. It must be recognised, however, that, in the transport field more
than in many others, the judgment of some quality factors is largely subjective, that individual convenience and
total social benefit are not necessarily compatible, and that competing forms of transport cannot be costed on
strictly comparable bases. For these reasons, none of the major proposals for reshaping the railway system
which are made in this report is based upon attempted close judgments between ratios of quality to cost for
competing systems of transport. Proposals have, on the other hand, been influenced by major differences in the
more measurable aspects of service quality, such as speed and reliability. They have also been influenced by
major disparities in cost arising from the inherent characteristics of the various forms of transport, and by major
disparities between the value of the service provided, measured in terms of what people are prepared to pay for
it, and the cost of providing it.
It is, of course, the responsibility of the British Railways Board so to shape and operate the railways as to make
them pay, but, if it is not already apparent from the preceding paragraphs, it must be clearly stated that the
proposals now made are not directed towards achieving that result by the simple and unsatisfactory method of
rejecting all those parts of the system which do not pay already or which cannot be made to pay easily. On the
contrary, the changes proposed are intended to shape the railways to meet present day requirements by enabling
them to provide as much of the total transport of the country as they can provide well. To this end, proposals are
directed towards developing to the full those parts of the system and those services which can be made to meet
traffic requirements more efficiently and satisfactorily than any available alternative form of transport, and
towards eliminating only those services which, by their very nature, railways are ill-suited to provide.
The point at issue here is so important that it is worthwhile to emphasise it by expressing the underlying thought
in a different way.
The profitability or otherwise of a railway system is dependent on a number of external influences which may
change markedly from time to time, important among them being decisions affecting the freedom of use, cost of
use, and availability of roads. For this and other reasons, it is impossible to plan the maximum use of railways
consistent with profitability, for years ahead, without some risk that it will prove, in the event, that services have
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been over-provided and that overall profitability is not achieved. On the other hand, to retain only those parts of
the existing system which are virtually certain to be self-supporting under any reasonably probable future
conditions would lead to grave risk of destroying assets which, in the event, might have proved to be valuable.
Confronted with this dilemma, arising from the impossibility of assessing future conditions and future
profitability very reliably, the Railways Board have put forward proposals for reshaping the system which are
conservative with regard to closures and restrainedly speculative with regard to new developments, but which
are all directed towards shaping the system to provide rail transport for only that part of the total national traffic
pattern which costing and commonsense consideration show to have characteristics favourable to rail transport.
The plan is not carried to the stage where it purports to answer the question, 'How much of the railway can
ultimately be made to pay?'. This answer will emerge only after experience has shown how much benefit springs
from elimination of those parts of the system which are obviously unsound, and the extent to which the good
parts of the railways' system and traffic can be improved by: cost savings, better quality of service, better
operating methods, and attraction of favourable traffic. Nevertheless, the firm proposals included in the plan are
expected to lead to substantial improvements in the financial position. Perhaps even more important, they set a
clear course for the railways, in a general direction which must be right and which can be followed with vigour
without any danger of eliminating too much or of incurring grossly wasteful expenditure before the position can
be reviewed.
The changes proposed, and their phasing, are certainly not too drastic if regarded as a means of correcting the
present departure of the railways from their proper role in the transport system as a whole. It is recognised,
however, that changes of the magnitude of those proposed will inevitably give rise to many difficulties affecting
railway staff, the travelling public, and industry. The Railways Board will do all that it can to ameliorate these
difficulties, consistent with its responsibility for making railways an efficient and economic component in the
transport system, but the Board knows that it will not be able to solve all problems unaided.

THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
The railways emerged from the war at a fairly high level of activity, but in a poor physical state. They were able
to pay their way, because road transport facilities were still limited, and they continued to do so until 1952.
From then onwards, however, the surplus on operating account declined progressively. After 1953 it became too
small to meet capital charges, after 1955 it disappeared, and by 1960 the annual loss on operating account had
risen to £67-7 m. This rose further to £86-9 m. in 1961.
In 1955, a modernisation plan was embarked upon. It was a plan to modernise equipment, but it did not envisage
any basic changes in the scope of railway services or in the general mode of operation of the railway system. It
was expected that the substitution of electric and diesel haulage for steam, concentration of marshalling yards,
reduction in number and increased mechanisation of goods depots, re-signalling, and the introduction of other
modem equipment, would make the railways pay by reducing costs and attracting more traffic.
By 1960, however, it had become apparent that the effects of modernisation were neither so rapid nor so
pronounced as had been forecast, that the downward trend in some railway traffics would persist, and the
operating losses were likely to go on increasing unless radical changes were made.
There is a considerable scope for cost reduction by a multiplicity of economies over the whole field of railway
operations, and vigorous efforts are being made to achieve them. Nevertheless, it was obvious, even before
detailed investigation started, that neither modernisation nor more economical working could make the railways
viable in their existing form, and that a reshaping of the whole pattern of the business would be necessary as
well.
Ever since major amalgamations started, the business of the railways has been, from a financial point of view, a
mixture of good, bad, and indifferent routes, services and traffics. Nevertheless, the circumstances which
obtained throughout the major period of railway history in Britain - conditions of near monopoly, obligation to
carry, and statutory fixing of rates without relationship to costs - all tended to cause accountancy to be limited to
global accounts for each of the independent railway companies. As the companies merged, the accounting units
became larger without an offsetting increase in detail, and this continued to be the position when all the railways
were combined by nationalisation.
While these conditions existed, and while the railways were able to make a profit on then- business as a whole,
the unknown degree of cross-subsidisation involved in carrying bad traffic on the back of financially good
traffic was very largely ignored. Now, however, after the post-war growth of competition from road transport, it
is no longer socially necessary for the railways to cover such a preponderant part of the total variety of internal
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transport services as they did in the past, and it is certainly not possible for them to operate profitably if they do
so.
Road competition has forced down rates on good railway traffics to the point where they are quite incapable of
subsidising the very costly provision of services to handle poor rail traffics. Even worse, the burdening of good
traffics with costs arising from bad ones has led to the transfer to road of a considerable volume of traffic which
railways are better able to handle, in order to preserve on rail traffics which could be handled better by road.
It is this situation which necessitates a much more analytical examination of the Railways' business with a view
to reshaping their system, their mode of operation, and their pattern of services and traffics.
The Report continues with a further 7 chapters, the last of which before the Appendices is as follows:

SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
The Report describes the investigations carried out, the conclusions which were drawn, and the proposals
which are made for the purpose of reshaping British Railways to suit modern conditions.
The thought underlying the whole Report is that the railways should be used to meet that part of the total
transport requirement of the country for which they offer the best available means, and that they should
cease to do things for which they are ill suited. To this end, studies were made to determine the extent to which
the present pattern of the railways' services is consistent with the characteristics which distinguish railways as a
mode of transport, namely:- the high cost of their specialised and exclusive route system, and their low cost per
unit moved if traffic is carried in dense flows of well-loaded through trains. As a result, it is concluded that, in
many respects, they are being used in ways which emphasise their disadvantages and fail to exploit their
advantages.
The proposals for reshaping the railways are all directed towards giving them a route system, a pattern of traffics,
and a mode of operation, such as to make the field which they cover one in which their merits predominate and in I
which they can be competitive.
To this end, it is proposed to build up traffic on the well-loaded routes, to foster those traffics which lend
themselves to movement in well-loaded through trains, and to develop the new services necessary for that purpose.
At the same i time, it is proposed to close down routes which are so lightly loaded as to have no chance of paying
their way, and to discontinue services which cannot be I provided economically by rail. These proposals are,
however, not so sweeping as to attempt to bring the railways to a final pattern in one stage, with the associated
risks of abandoning too much or, alternatively, of spending wastefully.
Although railways can only be economic if routes carry dense traffic, density is so low over much of the system
that revenue derived from the movement of passengers and freight over more than half the route miles of British
Railways is insufficient to cover the cost of the route alone. In other words, revenue does not pay for the
maintenance of the track and the maintenance and operation of the signalling system, quite apart from the cost of
running trains, depots, yards and stations. Also, it is found that the cost of more than half of the stations is greater
than the receipts from traffic which they originate.
Amongst traffics, stopping passenger services are exceptionally poor. As a group, they are very lightly loaded and
do not cover their own movement costs. They account for most of the train miles on much of the lightly loaded
route mileage, but also account for a considerable train mileage on more heavily loaded routes, and are one of the
main causes for the continued existence of many of the small and uneconomic stations.
Fast and semi-fast, inter-city passenger trains are potentially profitable and need to be developed selectively, along
with other forms of traffic on trunk routes. High peak traffics at holiday periods are, however, very
unremunerative. They are dying away and provision for them will be reduced.
Suburban services feeding London come close to covering their full expenses, but give no margin to provide for
costly increases in capacity, even though they are overloaded and demand goes on increasing.
Suburban services feeding other centres of population are serious loss makers, and it will not be possible to
continue them satisfactorily without treating them as a part of a concerted system of transport for the cities which
they serve.
Freight traffic, like passenger traffic, includes good flows, but also includes much which is unsuitable, or which is
unsuitably handled by the railways at present. The greater part of all freight traffic is handled by the staging
forward of individual wagons from yard to yard, instead of by through-train movement. This is costly, and causes
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transit times to be slow and variable. It also leads to low utilisation of wagons and necessitates the provision of a
very large and costly wagon fleet.
Coal traffic as a whole just about pays its way, but, in spite of its suitability for through train movement, about two
thirds of the total coal handled on rail still moves by the wagon-load. This is very largely due to the absence of
facilities for train loading at the pits, and to the multiplicity of small receiving terminals to which coal is
consigned. Block train movement is increasing, but substantial savings will result from acceleration of the change.
This depends, in turn, upon provision of bunkers for train loading at the pits, bunkers for ship loading at the ports,
and of coal concentration depots to which coal can be moved by rail for final road distribution to small industrial
and domestic consumers.
Wagon-load freight traffic, other than coal, is a bad loss maker when taken as a group, but over half of it is sidingto-siding traffic, much of which moves in trainload quantities, and this makes a good contribution to system cost.
One third of the remainder moves between sidings and docks, and this falls just short of covering its direct costs.
The remaining 30 per cent, of the whole passes through stations, at one or both ends of its transit, and causes a loss
relative to direct expenses which is so large that it submerges the credit margin on all the rest.
Freight sundries traffic is also a bad loss maker. It is handled at present between over 900 stations and depots,
which causes very poor wagon loading and a high level of costly transhipment of the freight while in transit.
Railways handle only about 45 per cent, of this traffic in the country, and do not select the flows which are most
suitable for rail movement. If they are to stay in the business, British Railways must concentrate more upon the
inter-city flows and reduce the number of depots handling this form of traffic to not more than a hundred.
Study of traffic not on rail shows that there is a considerable tonnage which is potentially good rail traffic. This
includes about 8 m. tons which could be carried in train-load quantities, and a further 30 m. tons which is
favourable to rail by virtue of the consignment sizes, lengths of haul, and terminal conditions. In addition, there
is a further 16 m. tons which is potentially good traffic for a new kind of service - a Liner Train service - for the
combined road and rail movement of containerised merchandise.
Preliminary studies of a system of liner train services, which might carry at least the 16 m. tons of new traffic
referred to above and a similar quantity drawn from traffic which is now carried unremuneratively on rail, show
such services to be very promising and likely to contribute substantially to support of the main railway network,
if developed.
The steps proposed, to achieve the improvements referred to above, are:(1) Discontinuance of many stopping passenger services.
(2) Transfer of the modern multiple unit stock displaced to continuing services which are still steam
locomotive hauled.
(3) Closure of a high proportion of the total number of small stations to passenger traffic.
(4) Selective improvement of inter-city passenger services and rationalisation of routes.
(5) Damping down of seasonal peaks of passenger traffic and withdrawal of corridor coaching stock held
for the purpose of covering them at present.
(6) Co-ordination of suburban train and bus services and charges, in collaboration with municipal
authorities, with the alternative of fare increases and possible closure of services.
(7) Co-ordination of passenger parcels services with the Post Office.
(8) Increase of block train movement of coal, by:(a) inducing the National Coal Board to provide train loading facilities at collieries;
(b) inducing the establishment of coal concentration depots, in collaboration with the National Coal
Board and the distributors.
(9) Reduction of the uneconomic freight traffic passing through small stations by closing them
progressively, but with regard to the preservation of potentially good railway traffics, and by adjustment
to charges.
(10) Attraction of more siding-to-siding traffics suitable for through-train movement by operating such trains
at the expense of the wagon forwarding system and by provision of time-tabled trams, of special stock,
to meet customer requirements.
(11) Study and development of a network of 'Liner Train' services to carry flows of traffic which, though
dense, are composed of consignments too small in themselves to justify through-train operation.
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(12) Concentration of freight sundries traffic upon about 100 main depots, many of them associated with
Liner Train depots, and carriage of main flows of sundries of Liner Trains, probably coupled with
passenger parcels, and possibly Post Office parcels and letters.
(13) Rapid, progressive withdrawal of freight wagons over the next three years.
(14) Continued replacement of steam by diesel locomotives for main line traction, up to a probable
requirement of at least 3,750/4,250 (1,698 already in service and 950 on order at present).
(15) Rationalisation of the composition and use of the Railways' road cartage fleet.
These various lines of action are strongly interdependent. If the whole plan is implemented with vigour, however,
much (though not necessarily all) of the Railways' deficit should be eliminated by 1970.
The following 88 pages of Appendices included: 1 – Traffic Studies, 2 – Passenger Service, Line and
Station Closures, 3 (shown below) and 4 – The Liner Train
Appendix 3

ROLLING STOCK REDUCTION
Locomotives, multiple unit vehicles, coaches, wagons, containers and miscellaneous vehicles are all included under
the heading of rolling stock. At 31st December, 1961, the gross book value of the fleets stood at £1,037 m. In the
same year maintenance of the fleet cost £122 m.
The stock in each category at 31st December, 1962 was:Locomotives:
Steam
8,796
Diesel
3,683
Electric
178
Multiple Units:
Diesel
4,074
Electric
6,958
Coaches:
Passenger carrying
22,575
Non-Passenger carrying
12,482
Wagons
848,591
Containers
46,535
A marked change has taken place in the composition of the locomotive and coaching fleets over the past ten years.
The result of the policy of dieselisation, which extended progressively over shunting locomotives, branch line and
stopping passenger services, and later main line services of all descriptions, can be seen in Table No. 1.
A preliminary assessment of the locomotives, multiple units and coaching vehicles, expected to be released as a
consequence of proposed passenger and freight service curtailments, is given below. The rate of release will
depend upon many factors and no dates have been quoted.
Locomotives:
Steam
1,174
Diesel
55
Multiple Units:
Diesel
814
Electric
260
Rail buses
21
Battery car
1
Coaches:
Gangway
949
Non-gangway
2,008
The diesel multiple units will be re-deployed to take the place of locomotive-hauled stock on services still retained
and, as a consequence, further locomotives and coaches will be released.
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Table No. 1

63
69
69
69
69
70
83
133
156
176

-70
179
453
1,349
2,417
3,244
3,820
3,998
4,074

Hauled stock
Non-passenger
carrying

325
391
527
680
874
1,273
1,885
2,685
3,337
3,861

Passenger
carrying

8
9
9
9
28
110
427
842
1,285
1,673

Total

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Electric

Other diesel

252
311
447
600
775
1,091
1,373
1,708
1,894
2,010

Diesel

Shunting
electric

18,589
18,425
17,960
17,527
16,959
16,108
14,457
13,276
11,691
8,796

Other
electric

Shunting diesel

15,492
15,390
15,066
14,769
14,350
13,737
12,407
11,535
10,269
7,818

Total

Diesel and
electric
locomotives
Total

Steam
locomotives
3,097
3,035
2,894
2,758
2,609
2,371
2,050
1,741
1,422
978

Other

Shunting

End of:
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962

Multiple unit
stock

ANNUAL POSITION: LOCOMOTIVES, MULTIPLE UNITS & HAULED STOCK

4,565 4,565 37,197 15,529
4,632 4,702 37,215 15,847
4,675 4,854 36,861 15,687
4,939 5,392 36,130 15,163
5,004 6,353 35,474 14,994
5,261 7,678 34,325 14,926
5,843 9,087 31,450 14,271
6,430 10,250 29,841 14,871
6,890 10,888 26,961 14,551
6,958 11,032 22,575 12,482

Whilst Table No. 1 shows the stock at the end of 1962, and progressive reduction will take place as services are
withdrawn, it must be remembered that review of the utilisation of the rolling stock fleets is a continuing process.
Already examination has pinpointed scope for the withdrawal of a further 1,200 passenger coaches; it is reasonable
to expect that by the end of 1963 the figure will have risen to 2,500. A further review of the steam locomotive
fleet, following one made towards the end of 1962, is in hand.
The composition of the wagon and container fleet over the past ten years, divided into the principal types, is shown
in Table No. 2.
Table No. 2

ANNUAL POSITION: FREIGHT WAGONS AND CONTAINERS
End of:
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962

Goods
457,213
456,508
455,515
453,947
454,061
404,685
377,062
376,913
372,459
327,762

Mineral
592,803
594,652
595,264
587,274
571,553
542,241
513,164
512,849
508,816
464,199

Steel carrying
44,020
45,584
46,614
49,867
54,540
51,920
49,585
52,098
55,279
52,221
20

Others
13,074
12,946
12,542
11,519
9,960
6,680
5,449
5,138
4,989
4,409

Total
wagons
1,107,110
1,109,690
1,109,935
1,102,607
1,090,114
1,005,526
945,260
946,998
941,543
848,591

Containers
29,111
32,403
34,223
35,833
40,212
47,421
50,151
49,071
48,296
46,535

There were no marked changes in the composition of this fleet, other than the introduction of the 24½ ton mineral
wagon and a number of special type wagons to meet particular requirements. In 1958-9, and again in 1962,
however, the fleet was reduced by approximately 150,000 and 100,000 wagons respectively. It has already been
decided to make another reduction of 100,000 wagons in 1963 and further withdrawals are contemplated.
It is not practicable at this stage to forecast with accuracy the eventual size of the rolling stock fleets, nor the rates
of reduction, but some immediate targets, taking into account all known factors, and assuming adoption of the plan
and its progressive development, follow:Stock at
Estimated
end 1962
stock
Main line diesel and electric locomotives
Coaches
Multiple units
Wagons
Containers

1,849
22,575
11,032
848,591
46,536

3,750/4,250
15,000
-500,000
36,000

Some of these estimates can be regarded as conservative. All of them will require to be revised from time to time.
The number of coaches will be continuously reduced through increased use of multiple units and reduction in high
peak services. The reduction in containers refers to the present types and takes no account of the building of new
types which will be required for Liner Trains.

As you can imagine the outcry was huge and the Labour opposition promised to reverse the cuts if
elected. Whilst the analysis and proposals were largely well meaning, you could say Dr Beeching fell
foul of his political naivety and lack of understanding of the social context of railways. Removing
branch lines forcing passengers onto road transport deprived the trunk routes of their revenue and
caused knock on effects. The spot analysis of particular routes viability did not take into account future
growth of either population or industry, as can now be seen by the rush to reinstate lines cut following
this report. The Conservative government endorsed the report wholeheartedly and as it turned out so
did the Labour government on its election not long after in 1964.
With 250,000 workers in the road industry and party backers as against 500,000 in rail, Labour could
hardly ‘pander’ to the minority so not only carried on with the proposals but did so with gusto. Between
1964 and 1970, nearly 4000 route miles were cut.
Though as I said earlier Dr Beeching can be forgiven for only proposing what really needed doing, he
carried on to produce a follow up proposal on 16th February 1965 to further drastically prune the
system. These proposals were too draconian and totally failed to understand the relevance and value
of railways to many parts of the UK. He proposed shrinking the trunk route network from 7500 miles to
3000 miles. Thankfully the government rejected these proposals and his secondment from ICI
effectively ended, voluntarily or sacked is open to opinion. Dr Beeching returned to ICI, he died in
1985 with his place fixed firmly in railway folklore.

Advertisement – GB Bus Group (GBBG)
Belonging to ICRS tells us you have an interest in vehicles involved in travel, whether it is to do with
their design or simply number-crunching. That being the case, have you also got an interest in buses
in the UK ? GBBG may already be known to you from its link with ICRS in the past, but if you haven’t
thought about joining us before, why not reconsider? Our annual membership subscription has now
been reduced to a modest £13.60, so why not visit our website www.gb-bg.co.uk or write to our
Secretary, Hazel Roberts, at 37 Abbey Place, Crewe CW1 4JR for further information? It could well be
of benefit to you as a fellow transport enthusiast.
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Traffic & Traction News
by John Barton
The changing face of WCML Thunderbird duties now see DRS owned Cl.57/3s secreted at various
locations along the line, including 57303 and 57311 below sadly now without an International Rescue
name between them. At least 57311 still clings onto its original Virgin livery, one of just two left.

57311 stabled at London Euston,
13th February 2013 (David Elliott)

57312 ‘Chad Varah’ stabled at Stafford,
14th February 2013 (James Holloway)
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Feb 6
57312 passed through Basingstoke at 21.54 on
the fast heading east.
Feb 7
60074 ‘Teenage Spirit’ passed through Didcot
Parkway at 14.06 (photo below by David Elliott).

Feb 1
37607 + 37603 on 0Z30 Gresty Bridge - Barrow
Hill were noted at Crewe having power
problems.
67008 + 67017 double heading an engineers
working departed Nottingham at 00.59.
LNER J15 7564 loco and tender were loaded
onto two road vehicles at Bitton, AVR, for
transfer to Norfolk. Departure expected early
tomorrow morning.
Feb 2
66142 + 66155 headed an engineer’s train
eastbound through Bury St Edmunds at 20.20.
56094 headed south through Penwortham,
Preston at 15.30 on Carlisle Yard - Chirk loaded
bogie timber wagons.
66735 + 66705 + 66743 + 66730 + 66726
passed through Peterborough at 15.40 heading
towards Whitemoor.
Feb 4
66418 passed through Bushey at 21.40 with
4L96 Trafford Park - Felixstowe working.
59202 passed southbound through Eastleigh at
14.08 (photo below by David Elliott).

Feb 8
66165 passed eastbound through Reading en
route to Dollands Moor at 16.37.
37423 passed through Walsall at 16.12 on a
Crewe - Tyseley test train.
Feb 9
66571 headed south through Cambridge at
22.14 with 6Y72 with a Whitemoor - Brimsdown
engineers working.
Feb 10
43357 & 43366 picked up time approaching
Church Fenton at 17.10 en route to Glasgow
after being delayed near Syston due to an
incident.
Feb 11
37667 t&t 31233 passed southbound through
Wolverton at 18.00.
Feb 12
66075 working 6C95 from Cwmbargoed DP Aberthaw with 21 loaded HTAs headed
southbound
through
Llanbradach
near
Caerphilly at 21.52.
Feb 13
47245 passed Stafford at 18.20 working a
Southall - Carnforth stock move.
66848 passed Long Eaton high level goods at
16.08 with 6M86 Wolsingham - Ratcliffe
working.
Feb 14
66952 passed through Reading at 19.12 with a
rake of 369xxx wagons suffering from severe
graffiti.
Feb 15
66719 t&t 66745 on a southbound underground
engineer’s train from Wellingborough passed
through Bedford at 23.11.

Feb 5
70020 passed through Didcot Parkway at 19.43
working 4M98 Southampton – Garston.
60010 passed through Shawford at 12.18
(photo below by David Elliott).
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66094 passed Long Eaton High Level Goods at
20.42 with 6M86 Ely - Peak Forest working.
66034 on CWT was seen at 15.20 waiting in the
loop at Dorridge for 168110 to pass (photo
below by Kevin Bates).

Feb 23
66606 on 6M92 West Thurrock - Earles passed
Long Eaton High Level Goods at 17.38.
A very Smokey 66188 on 6C93 Cwmbargoed
DP - Margam with 21 loaded HTAs southbound
through Lisvane near Cardiff at 15.08.
Feb 24
66149 passed Asland foot crossing, Bamber
Bridge at 15.32 working Hellifield - Crewe
Basford Hall engineers train.
59002 t&t 59001 passed eastbound through
Dawlish at 12.47 on 7W43 Newton Abbot West
Junction – Westbury.
Feb 25
37609 t&t 37218 passed through Harringay
Green Lanes at 23.04 on a Derby - Liverpool
Street test train.
66709 + 66738 dead in tow headed north
through Leyland at 21.28 on Ironbridge PS Tyne Dock empty bogie Biomass hoppers.
Feb 26
37607 t&t 37602 on 6Z42 Winfrith - Crewe
passed through Leamington at 22.36.
70005 passed through Water Orton at 18.01 on
Mountsorrel - Bescot loaded ‘yellow boxes’.
Feb 27
66043 on 4C96 Aberthaw - Cwmbargoed DP
with 21 empty HTAs headed northbound
through Llanbradach near Caerphilly at 21.14.
Feb 28
66713 on 4E04 headed north through Bolton le
Sands at 17.38 on a Ironbridge - Tyne Dock
empty bogie Biomass hoppers in dusky evening
sunshine.
70015 with 4 flat wagons passed Barrow on
Trent heading towards Nottingham at 16.52.
66007 headed north through Bolton le Sands at
16.35 on Washwood Heath - Carlisle Yard
concrete sleeper carriers.
The following workings were seen by Roger
Thomas who managed to grab a couple of
hours at Sytch Lane north of Norton Bridge on
the WCML (photos below and opposite top):
10.39 66427 on 4M34 Coatbridge – Daventry.

Feb 16
66593 t&t 66563 headed south through
Castlethorpe near Milton Keynes at 20.19.
Feb 17
66743 on 4L02 Hams Hall – Felixstowe headed
eastbound through Bury St. Edmunds at 09.35.
Feb 18
66846 t&t 66849 on 6C75 Eastleigh - Hurst
Green passed through Basingstoke at 22.35.
47501 + 56094 dead in tow passed Yate at
20.35 with 0Z47 Chirk – Gloucester working.
Feb 19
66122 working 6C95 Cwmbargoed DP Aberthaw
with
loaded
HTAs
headed
southbound
through
Llanbradach
near
Caerphilly at 21.27.
66709 headed north through Leyland at 21.18
on Ironbridge PS - Tyne Dock empty biomass
bogie hoppers.
Feb 20
DR80208 was stabled in Northampton Castle
Yard this evening, along with an unidentified
Readpower Road Railer.
57305 t&t 57306 on 1Q13 Tonbridge West Yard
- Eastleigh Works passed through Weybridge
18.59.
Feb 21
66550 stood on Ely Curve at 16.17 with 6M88
Middleton Towers - Ellesmere Port beach train.
37516 t&t 33029 passed through Tonbridge at
15.19.
Feb 22
60020 in fresh DBS red passed Newport at
15.46 with 6V75 Dee Marsh - Margam working.
61994
'The
Great
Marquess'
passed
Audenshaw Reservoir working on 0Z46 Crewe
HC - Castleton Hopwood at 12.16.

11.36 70017 on 4027 Gaston - Southampton.
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14.20 66713 on Ironbridge PS – Tyne Dock
with empty Biomass Hoppers.

Out & About
by James Holloway
To be more helpful for those interested in where stock was exactly, can I ask all contributors who list
trip sightings en masse, particularly over long distances, to please add more detail when submitting to
James…ed
29th January:
Nuneaton 13.57-14.55:
66041/065/527/560/561/745, 90043/44, 153356
170103/113/397/518, 221116, 350103/105
390011/016/039/104/130/132/135/136/152
DR80203
30th January:
Nuneaton 13.50-14.50:
66111/117/185/745, 90045, 153356, 170108/111
170116/636, 221101, 350102, 390001/002/010
390043/047/118/125/130/141/157
31st January:
Nuneaton 13.35-14.35:
66053/087/538/745, 153334, 170113/398/523/639
221106, 350107/121, 390002/010/011/020/039
390104/119/125/132/137
1st February:
Nuneaton 15.40-16.25:
66023/230/571/707/719, 153371, 170521/639
221109, 350127, 390013/042/117/124/132/155
4th February:
Nuneaton 14.00-14.45:
66060/126/140/430, 90003/47, 153356, 170520
170638/639, 221104/16, 390047/125/126/128/154
7th February:
Nuneaton 14.00-14.25:
66017/023, 153354, 170108, 221143, 350109
390020/114/124/127/131/132
18th February:
Nuneaton 13.40-14.40:
66145/152/532, 90041/43, 153366, 170108/110
170114/115, 221102, 350117, 390013/035/042
390046/114/128/129/151/152/156
20th February:
Nuneaton 14.07-14.30:
66083/194, 153366, 170101/110, 221109, 390112
390157

Steve Revill:
8th February:
20187+20227 0Z20 West Ruislip-Butterley
13th February:
66601 6Z19 Westbury-Willesden via Didcot
Brian Derricote:
13th February:
Birmingham New Street 08.30-09.10:
158838, 390001/136/138/154
Rugby 09.50: 31285, 37667, 390014, DR73110
Wembley 11.15:
66011, 70008, 86401/701, 92011, 378216
Willesden-Highbury & Islington 12.15-12.50:
378154/213/233
Finsbury Park 13.00-14.00:
43309/313, 91119/24/32, 180111/14, 313025/28
313037/41/43/51/53/58, 317339, 365504/12/19/21
365524/32/39, DVT’s 82219/23
St Pancras 14.30-15.15:
37 3003/04/09/10, 395002/25/27/28
Stafford 17.30-19.00:
37608/09, 47245, 57302, 66250, 90041/46/47
92016, 325001/13/15, 390009/20/127/141
Alan Knox:
27th February:
Doncaster 09.05-15.30:
31190/452, 66002/005/024/027/077/084/097/101
66136/139/160/161/507/509/510/543/549/596/604
66711/724/731/743/953, 67024
Mike Rumens:
28th January:
Nuneaton 13.39-14.45:
66008/058/423/522/591, 90044/45, 153365
170101/107/117/521, 221108/15, 350102/107
390006/020/103/129/132/134/136/141, DR73929
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21st February:
Nuneaton 14.06-14.45:
66126/701, 90045, 153365, 170108/110/117
221114, 350103, 390042/114/121/130/138/153/157

10th January:
Manchester Piccadilly 15.15-16.15:
66416/562, 142001/32/33/41/51/57/93, 150115
150136/147/214/270/276, 156423/25/27/43/72/89
156491, 158774/777/846/856/864/866, 170301/2
170306/9, 175009/105/111/113, 185101/05/09/13
185114/17-19/26/37/43/44/46/49/51, 220003/07
221140, 323223/26/28-30/32/34/37-39, 390039
390045/124/138/151
13th January:
Leeds Midland Road:
66419/510/517/526/527/541/542/544/546/547/618
66952/957, 70015/16
14th January:
Manchester Piccadilly 14.35-17.20:
66568/570, 142001/04/11/31/32/34/36/37/41/44/48
142053-55/57/61/63/88, 150110/113/114/116/118
150134/136/140/146/214/223/277, 156425/27/43
156455/82/86-88, 158770/773/788/810/812/813
158820/847/854/862/863, 170302/5-8, 175101
175105/106/110/112/114, 185101-05/08/11/13-16
185118/19/23/25/27/29/33/35-37/39/47/48, 220002
220021/22/30, 221124, 323223-33/36/37/39
390010/043/047/050/119/127/141/153/156/157
20th January:
Leeds Midland Road:
66419/519/528/535/536/546/548/571/601/619
70002/07
28th January:
Manchester Piccadilly 14.35-16.45:
66418/516, 142003/07/12-14/28/32-34/37/45/54
142058/61-63, 150110/111/114/132/133/136/138
150148/211/269/277, 156426/27/68/71/72/87/89
158783/799/812/813/854/858/863/866, 170303/6
170308, 175009/101/108/116, 185103-05/14/20
185123/25-28/32/35/36/38/41-43/47/50, 220012
220024/26, 221132/40, 323223/25/26/29-34/36-38
390020/044/047/126/131/134/137/155
31st January:
Manchester Piccadilly 15.10-16.50:
66541/955, 142011/20/25/31/32/36/40/43/44/46
142048/51/63/93, 150103/110/112/116/132/133
150145/206/218/220/224/225/272/77, 156421/23
156429, 158773/774/783/806/854/856/857/863
170306/7/9, 175004/101/105/114, 185107/10/13
185117/20/24/25/27/29/30/32/34/35/41/47/48/50
220016/32, 221123/29, 323223/24/26-30/32/34
323236/37/39, 390010/039/134/137/147/155

James Holloway:
5th February:
Water Orton 14.04-15.17:
47818, 60079, 66063/141/140/159/221/418/503
66522/545, 170101/102/106/110/116/117/519
220002, 221135
9th February:
E.M.R. Handsworth 12.00: 66065
Walsall 13.31:
66115/141, 170505, 323217, DR77001
Bescot 13.35:
08865, 66051/053/188/232, NBA 94423
14th February:
Wolverhampton Steel Terminal 11.04: 66116
Stafford 11.45-15.10:
57302/309, 66079/305/526/593/714/730/738
70004/05, 90046, 220004/05/11-13/19/22/34
221102/04/06/08/10-12/14/16/19/28/33/40/42
350102/105/107/116/117/123/124/127/231/234
350237/242/254/263, 390005/013/016/020/045
390049/107/115/118/119/122/125-127/129/131
390132/137/138/152/153, DR73113/73942
17th February:
Midland Railway Centre:
D4, D182, D212, D1048, D2138, D2858, 08331
08590, D8001/ 20048/907, 25321, 31271/418
D6586, 37190, 45108/133, D1516/47401/761
50007, E27000, 141113, Steam 158A, 46203/33
47327, 53809, 73129, 80098 and visiting DMU’s
50160+50164
28th February:
Nuneaton 12.50-15.15:
66003/069/126/134/138/414/532/533/560/727
67022/23, Royal Train 67026+2921+2904+2922+
2923+2916+2917+2915+2920+67006
Geoff Hope:
7th January:
Manchester Piccadilly 15.00-16.35:
66558, 142007/25/28/32/33/44/45/48/60/63
150110/112/113/117/144/145/147/203/214
156426/60/75, 158785/788/806/813, 170302/4/8
175103/107/112/113, 185105-07/12-14/19/20/25
185128/30/31/35/38/41/50, 220016/25, 221123/34
323223-25/27/29/31/32/34/36/38/39, 390001/046
390124/129/151
8th January:
Manchester Piccadilly 15.15-17.50:
66593, 70017, 142003/09/25/32/37/39/45/51
142053-56/58/60, 150110/132/138/146/147/149
150203/215/226/274/276/277, 156420/21/40/43
156455/60/71, 158783/785/799/810/846/854/863
158864/866, 170301/2/4/5/7/8, 175005/101/104
175106/108/113/116, 185101/03/06/10/11/18/21
185123/24/26-30/35/36/41/46/47/50, 220017
220021-23, 221132, 323223-34/37/38, 390009
390042/047/050/118/124/137/152/156

Arthur Dunkerley:
7th February:
Liverpool area 08.45-09.00:
08721, 66023/090, 142007/09/28/52, 156440/87
185103, 350248, 390148/156
Crewe area 09.25-10.00:
66193/423/527/537, 86621, 150278
Rugby 11.07:
350108, DR77002
Wembley and Willesden 11.45-12.00:
66564, 67016, 86259, 90044, 350110/127/130/234
350238/242/247/257/259/262, 378257, 390129
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376010/14-16/19-21/24/31, 377113/114/123/139
377150/156/314/326/409/410/422/464/501/502
377518, 456012/20/23, 465001/002/004/008/009
465023/024/033/038/151/154/167/169/178/185
465186/188/191/192/195/197/243/902/906/930
465934, 466003/20
Waterloo 15.30-15.40:
159006/101, 444028/32/41/44, 450003/093/121
450555/567, 458022/30
Clapham Junction 15.50-16.41:
158887/90, 159010/012/103/108, 377104/108/112
377113/115/121/125-127/130/134/135/142/143
377203/206/209/210/322/325/401/420/434/437
377440-442/449/461-463/469, 378212/20/25/26
378238/256, 442413/15/16/22, 444001/03/14/17
444018/23/29-32/35/38/40, 450006/009/012/016
450018/022/026/033/034/036/071/072/075
450078-080/083/084/090/107/112-114/124/127
450546/547/551/554/561/564, 456010/21/24
455701/704/719/732/738/740/854/864/865/869
455908/909/914-916/919, 458002/03/09/12/25/29
Victoria 17.00: 375615, 465133/924, 466028
Liverpool Street 17.45-18.30:
90001/06/08/13, 315823/26/33/38/46/51/56
317501-503/507/515/649/654/661-664/670-672
317881/884/892, 360111, 379001/04/07/09/10/11
379013/14/19/22/24/25/28, DVT’s 82114/139/152
9th February:
Euston 08.35-08.55;
90019/26, 350123/255, 390117/136
St Pancras 09.15-09.25:
43047, 222008/21, 37 3215-18, 395007/17
King’s Cross 09.30-10.10:
43302/310, 67020, 91101/04/05, 180110, 313033
313061/062, 365516/19/20/22/34/35/40
Liverpool Street 10.40-11.05:
90013/15, 315812/38, 317513/667/888, 360119
360120, 379003/08/12, DVT 82112
Stratford 11.15-11.45:
66537, 90001/10/47, 315805/07/10/13/25/29/40
315845/52/55/58, 317508, 357019, 360103/04
DVT 82132, DLR 3/27/38/39/50/54/63/74/95
Barking 12.15-13.15:
172002/005-008, 357006/009/014/017/022/046
357201/207/209/211/212/215/218/219/225
Marylebone 14.10-14.25:
165025/029/030/035, 168106/113/216
Wembley / Willesden 16.07-16.15:
66070/129/145, 86401/424/701, 92037, 350243
350259/265, DR73915
Steve Fryer:
6th February:
Oxenholme: 390132
Lancaster: 156480
Preston: 158752, 185115/125/148, 221115
Warrington: 66018, 67030, 175105
Crewe: 47847, 66514, 86621, 153355
Wolverhampton:
66086, 221107, 390114/127
Birmingham New Street:
43357, 158840, 170632, 323202/11, 350103/123
350124/254

Paddington 13.30-14.15:
43010/022/023/027/032/053/056/092/093/143/144
43153/159/162/163/169/172/179/189/192, 165102
165116/117/122, 166202/03/10/14/16/21, 180103
332001-04/10-14, 360201/2/4
Marylebone 14.25-14.35:
67010, 165002/03/10/16/18/20/32, 168216-218
172004, DVT 82301
Bank 15.10-15.20: DLR 15/16/69/129
Canary Wharf 15.25-15.45:
DLR 6/9/12/14/29/31/32/36/37/41/43/44/46/50/51
55/56/60/63/65/67/72/75/79/80/83/84/86/89/96/97
103/110/111/115/120/134/138/141/144/153/155
Stratford 16.05-16.20:
90006, 315803/01/12, 360102/11/17, 378201/08
378225, DVT82105
Liverpool Street 16.30-17.05:
90001/07, 315806/09/17/37/46/55, 317503/508
317510/511/514/661/664/671/882/884/888
360110, 379003/07/14/16/18/21/22/27
London Bridge 17.25-18.30:
171802, 375607/608/610/614/617/619/620/621
375707/801/812/815/816/819/821/902/906/911
375917/920/922, 376001/02/05/06/08-11/18/19/22
376024/26-32/34/35, 377112/118/119/131/141
377148/305/313/318/328/409/413/458/501/515
377517, 456023, 465002/006/019/022/030/033
465034/039/044/152/155/160/163/168/169/173
465181/184/185/187/190/198/244/902/906/912
465914/918/922/925/926/928
Waterloo 18.40:
159014, 444038, 450005/007/020/030
8th February:
Euston 08.30-09.15:
90020/24/39, 350116/233/235/253/265, sleeper
train c.s. 6701/3/6/7/9803/6-8/10502/506/508/519
10520/526/527/531/561/565/580/597/600/605/607
10648/683/688/689/693/703/718/723
King’s Cross 09.30-10.00:
43238/272/274/295/300/306/307/311, 67020
91115/17/32, 180110, 313046/63, 317337/45/48
321405/08, 365507/10/16/21/24
DVT’s 82202/07/10/19/22
St Pancras 10.20:
37 3219/20, 395012/17/18/27
Ashford 11.20-13.00:
171721/30, 375301/309/603/703/709/812/813/815
375820/821/824/828/920, 395005/09/19/22/29
DR72213/73246/251/257/261/266/917/918, 75502
77315/316, 80215
Tonbridge 13.45-13.50:
66021/746, 73119/207/212, 375502/19, 465907
98930/31/80/81
Sevenoaks 13.55-14.00:
319008/012/366, 375829, 465112/183/909
Grove Park/Hither Green:
31465, 73138/201, 375620/629/913, 376022/32
378140, 465024
London Bridge 14.25-15.20:
171722/725/802/803/804, 319423/424/432/436
319438/441/447/450, 375302/309/603/619/621
375625/711/714/812/819/820/905/927, 376002/06
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14.50 66164 Redcar-Drax
15.00 66175 coal
15.10 66554 Hull-Rugeley
15.11 66507 empty coal
20th February:
Shipton-by-Beningborough:
09.54 66520 empty coal
09.59 66544 empty coal
10.05 66013 empty coal
10.31 66507 coal
10.41 66530 empty coal
10.47 37425 with track machine
11.57 66170 construction
11.59 66502 empty coal
12.30 66623 empty coal
12.59 66100 steel slabs
13.15 66709 coal
13.24 66161 HTA’s
14.19 66743 empty coal
14.48 66198 coal
14.57 66507 empty coal
15.18 66711 coal
43206/290/307-310/314/316/318/367, 91104/05
91107/11/12/15/18/22/28/32, 180101/07, 185101
185103/06/08/10/18/20/22/26/30/33/35/43/49
220002/03/05/06/08/09/11/14/24/33/34
221123-28/33-35/38/40
26th February:
Doncaster:
11.10 66030 empty coal
11.41 66550 empty coal
11.56 66077 empty scrap
12.37 66161 coal
12.42 66419 coal
12.53 66591/604 F/L
12.54 66014 coal
13.04 66953 empty flat refuse
13.07 66510 empty coal
08669, 20308, 67308, 67024
Monk Fryston:
14.17 66848 coal
14.28 66106 empty steel
14.40 66525/509 L/E
15.17 66221 coal
15.30 66713 empty coal

12th February:
Oxenholme: 390152
Lancaster: 156484
Preston: 158758, 185117, 221106
Warrington: 60065, 66111, 92037/39, 158823/834
Crewe: 47712, 86621, 153379, 323239, 350236
Wolverhampton: 66005/188, 221142, 390013
Bob Eastwood:
5th February:
Monk Fryston;
10.00 66735 empty coal
10.10 66713 Tyne Dock-Ferrybridge coal
10.45 DR77802 Doncaster route learner
10.50 66540 Stourton-Wilton F/L
11.12 66003 empty coal
11.19 66515 empty coal
11.33 66003 L/E to Knottingley
12.05 43013/14 Heaton-Derby measurement train
12.35 66091 Redcar-Rylstone construction
12.38 66134 empty ballast
12th February:
Doncaster:
09.38 66527 F/L
09.46 66092 steel coil
10.20 66112+66047+66207 empty sand
10.27 66238 FKA’s
10.37 66621 coal
11.01 DR73113
11.03 66549 empty coal
11.12 66147 empty coal
08853/69, 43312/320/465/468/480/484, 67021
142031/86/88, 144002/06/07, 153326
158794-796/816, 170302, 185103/22, 220019/23
322482/84
19th February:
Monk Fryston:
09.22 66513 empty coal
09.53 66013 Eggborough- Redcar empty coal
10.21 66527 empty coal
10.26 66175 empty coal
10.48 66591 Stourton-Wilton F/L
11.02 66187 coal to Milford Sidings
11.33 66187 coal
11.36 66623 empty coal
11.38 66725 coal [VTG’s]
11.46 66711 coal
11.50 66160 MBA’s to Milford Sidings
11.54 66742 empty coal
12.14 66162 steel slabs
12.19 66507 coal
12.28 66160 L/E to Knottingley
13.05 66621 coal
13.22 66181 L/E/ to Milford Sidings
13.29 66161 empty coal
13.35 66743 empty coal
13.40 66181 L/E to Knottingley
13.46 66134 coal
14.01 66848 coal
14.09 66711 empty coal
14.16 66737 empty coal
14.39 66740 L/E to Milford Sidings

Peter Follett:
2nd February:
London Victoria 08.00:
375613/830, 455845, 465042/169/920
Euston 09.10-10.25:
90026/28/36, 221109/42, 350105/111/119/120
350126/235/252/262/265, 378212/219/226
390006/009/039/122/128-130/134/136/155
St Pancras 10.55-11.15:
43044, 222014, 37 3011/215/216/230, 395006/28
395029
King’s Cross 11.20-11.45:
43239/251/300/302/308/310, 67019, 91109/07/29
180107, 313026/42/53, 365512/16/17/23/29/30/35
365538
Stratford 12.15-14.45:
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66517/538/588/719, 90004/06/08/11-13/15/48
315801/06/07/10/12/17/23/25/29/32/35/38/40/41
315844/47/48/50/55/58, 317651/883/889, 321303
321305/313/315/316/319/326/328/331/335/336
321345/350/359/361/364/365/421/432, 360102/04
360106/08-15/17, 378204-206/208/210/211
378216-218/224/230/256, DVT’s 82105/14/21/24
82132/33/36

2nd February:
Peterborough: 91110, 170208/636, DVT 82211
Doncaster: 47580, 66160, 67021, MPV 98013/14
Leeds: 91107, 144008, 155344, DVT 82213
Bradford Interchange: 142070, 150222
Mytholmroyd: 142070, 150117, 155344
8th February:
Whittlesea: 66592, 158864, 170117/206
March: 66121/727/745
Ely: 170202/520
Bury St Edmunds: 170204
Stowmarket: 47828, 66430
Ipswich:
66534/571/588/593/705/712, 70007, 90012/45/46
156419, 170206, 360116, DVT 82152
Chelmsford: 321312/324/354/365/442
Colchester:
47802, 321314/329/353/357/433, 360115
15th February:
Peterborough: 66619/736, 153319, 158857
Ely: 66094, 170201
Norwich: 153306, 156422, 170270
22nd February:
Peterborough:
43467/480, 66104/713/729, 170105/202
Leicester: 43043/089, 170637, 222004/011/103
East Midlands Parkway: 66221
Derby: 37602/609, 43013/014, 56301, 222008
23rd February:
Peterborough: 365505/15
King’s Cross: 67024, 365536/40
Stratford- Highbury & Islington:
315833, 321329/346, 378143/207/219/221/223
378225/228/255

Ian McAlpine:
1st February:
Peterborough:
91110, 170207, 321405/10, DVT 82211
Welwyn Garden-King’s Cross:
67019, 180102, 313018/024/061/123, 321406
365506
Victoria-East Croydon:
171729, 319219/424/425, 375604/824, 377108
377114/114/122/135/139/140/142/152/159/204
377206/214/302/309/324/403/414/428/433/434
377454/470, 442402/05/08/18/20/22, 450002/92
455808/810/821/827/831/847, 465045/151/165
465171/904/929
Wandsworth Rd-Charing Cross:
37682, 375618/622/701/807/826, 376001/02/21
376029/31, 377116/315, 465008/018/025/042/151
465161/172/183/188/190//246/908/918/928
466001
Waterloo-Putney:
378154/234, 444031, 450006/076/103/544/550
450554/568, 458009/10/18
Richmond-Gospel Oak:
378201/205/212/216/222/226/228/233/255/256
458015

Gloucestershire Sightings
by Nigel Hoskins
The following sightings are mostly from Gloucester Station, but also include workings on the avoiding
line southeast of the station between Barnwood and Gloucester Yard Junctions. Only freight and
notable loco hauled workings are shown with the diagram code, time (if known) plus origin and
destination (see location codes).
27th January
66599 6Y27
GL-Hackney Yard
66097 6W34
CS-HY
66108 6W35
CS-AD
66138 6W36
CS-HY
66008/030 6W32 HY-CS
th
28 January
16.00 66115 6M41
MG-RO
17.00 66206 6V07
RO-MG
66188 6E47
LL-TS
60065 6E30
MG-HL
66206 6M81
MG-RO
66039 6V05
RO-MG
60017 6B47
WH-RN
66422 4V38
DV-WG
56311 6Z54
CT-CH
66084/013 0P66
BS-AD

29th January
20.08 66041 6V69
BS-AD
20.16 66061 6E30
MG-HL
20.49 66429 4M36
WG-DV
66107 6E47
MG-TS
66152 6W98
WY-Kemble
66706 6E01
CF-LY
66186 6E86
PY-FB
66525 4V47
RG-SG
66125 6E09
ON-IM
66012 6V07
KY-CT
66198 4V83
TO-PY
60017 6B13
RN-WH
67022 6A36
AH-DT
60040 6E41
WH-LY
30th January
37610/609 6M67
BR-CE
60017 6B13
RN-WH
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30th January
66004 6V55
BD-RN
66433 4V38
DV-WG
66108 6V52
WV-NT
66183 6E94
AW-LY
150234/158956 5Z74 WS-BL
70011 4V47
RG-SG
31st January
66095/165 6B13
RN-WH
66198 4V83
TO-PY
66120 6M41
MG-RO
66115 6V92
CY-MG
66141 6V05
RO-MG
66004 6E09
ON-IM
SC-LL
66129 6V66
66198 6E86
PY-FB
70011 4V47
RG-SG
66305 4V38
DV-WG

Stirlingshire & Gloucestershire Sightings Location Codes:

AB Aberdeen
AC Achnasheen
AD Alexander Dock
Jnct
AE Attercliffe
AF Ashford
AH Ashchurch
AJ Awre Junction
AL Alston
AN Acton
AP Appleford
AR Abercynon
AT Abbotswood Jnct
AV Avonmouth
AW Aberthaw
AY Ayr
BA Blair Atholl
BD Bedworth
BE Berkeley
BH Brierley Hill
BI Burntisland
BL Bristol
BN Beeston
BO Bo’ness
BP Bath
BR Bridgwater
BS Bescot
BT Barton Hill
BU Burton
BW Barrow Hill
BZ St Blazey
BY Barry
CA Calvert
CB Coatbridge
CD Charfield
CE Crewe
CF Cardiff
CH Chaddesden
CK Chirk
CL Carlisle
CM Chalmerston
CN Carnforth
CP Chepstow

CQ
CR
CS
CT
CU
CV
CY
DC
DL
DM
DR
DS
DT
DU
DV
DY
EA
ED
EE
EH
EL
EU
ES
EV
EX
FB
FF
FG
FO
FR
FY
GC
GE
GL
GM
GR
GS
GY
HA
HD
HF
HH
HL

Croft Quarry
Cadder
Cheltenham
Cardiff Tidal
Cumbernauld
Cliff Vale
Corby
Dyce
Dalmeny
Dollands Moor
Doncaster
Dalston
Didcot
Dundee
Daventry
Derby
Earles Sidings
Edinburgh
Elderslie
Eastleigh
Elgin
Euston
Earlseat
Evesham
Exeter
Ferrybridge
Fiddlers Ferry
Fishguard
Forres
Fairwater
Falkland Yard
Glasgow Central
Georgemas Jnct
Gloucester
Grangemouth
Grange Sidings
Gleneagles
Grimsby
Hayes
Handsworth
Hereford
Holyhead
Hartlepool

HO
HR
HS
HT
HU
HV
HW
HY
IB
IM
IS
JM
KB
KC
KK
KL
KN
KS
KY
LA
LB
LC
LD
LG
LH
LI
LK
LL
LM
LN
LO
LS
LT
LW
LY
MC
ME
MF
MG
MH
ML
MN
MO

Halewood
Harwich
Hunslet
Hastings
Hunterston
Haverfordwest
Heywood Jnct
Hinksey
Ironbridge
Immingham
Inverness
Jersey Marine
Kittybrewster
Kirkcaldy
Kilmarnock
Kyle of Lochalsh
Kennethmont
Kingsland Road
Kingsbury
Laira
Ladybank
Lincoln
Lydney
Lairg
Leith
Linlithgow
Lackenby
Llanwern
Long Marston
Laurencekirk
Longsight
Leeds
Longannet
Linkswood
Lindsey
Machen
Montrose
Milford
Margam
Millerhill
Motherwell
Mossend
Moreton

MS
MT
MV
MW
NA
NE
NG
NH
NJ
NL
NT
NV
NW
OB
ON
OO
OX
OY
PA
PB
PC
PF
PG
PH
PM
PN
PO
PR
PT
PW
PY
PZ
RA
RC
RD
RE
RG
RM
RN
RO
RR
RV
RY

Maesteg
Mountsorrel
Manchester Vic
Moorswater
Nairn
Neath
Nottingham
Newton Heath
Norton Jnct
Newtonhill
Newport
Neville Hill
Nantwich
Oban
Onllwyn
Old Oak Common
Oxwellmains
Oxley
Paisley
Peterborough
Port Clarence
Peak Forest
Pengham
Perth
St Philips Marsh
Paddington
Polmadie
Preston
Paignton
Prestwick
Portbury
Penzance
Redcar
Ratcliffe
Reading
Redmire
Rugeley
Rotherham
Robeston
Round Oak
Rowley Regis
Ravenstruther
Rugby

SA Saltley
SB Stourbridge
SC Scunthorpe
SD Standish Jnct
SG Stoke Gifford
SH Slough
SI Stirling
SK Shirebrook
SN Stockton
SO Southampton
SP Spetchley
SR Stourton
SS Swansea
ST Severn Tunnel Jnct
SV Stevenage
SW Swindon
SY Shipley
TD Tyne Dock
TE Trostre
TF Tremorfa
TG Teigngrace
TH Theale
TK Tavistock Jnct
TL Tilbury
TN Taunton
TO Toton
TR Trishington
TS Tees Yard
TY Tyseley
VA Victoria
WB Wembley
WG Wentloog
WH Westerleigh
WP Worksop
WR Warrington
WS Worcester
WV Wolverhampton
WW Washwood Heath
WY Westbury
YK York
YT Yate

Stirlingshire Sightings
by Derek Sneddon
The following sightings are from Camelon Station & nearby Carmuirs Junction with an occasional
sighting from Falkirk. Only freight and notable loco hauled workings are shown together with the
diagram code, time, origin and destination (see location codes)
16th January
05.45 66432 4H47
13.00 66423 4A13
23.46 37608/602 6M98
17th January
05.45 66432 4H47
06.30 66105 6A32
07.40 66079 6G25
10.35 66512 6G05
13.00 66430 4A13
13.30 66102 6S36
18th January
05.45 66432 4H47
07.40 66847 6R46

MN-IS
GM-AB
GE-CL
MN-IS
MN-AB
FY-ES
RV-LT
GM-AB
DS-GM
MN-IS
GM-PW

18th January (cont)
10.35 66507 6G05
RV-LT
11.20 66430 4N66
GM-ML
13.00 66423 4A13
GM-AB
13.30 66067 6S36
DS-GM
th
19 January
10.05 66120 6A32
MN-AB
11.20 66423 4M16
GM-DV
13.00 66304 4A13
GM-AB
th
20 January
08.24 66067/110 6K12
Newbridge-MN
08.33 66023 6K05 Haymarket- MN
13.00 66434 4A13
GM-AB

30

21st January
05.45 66430 4H47
08.30 66623 6A65
10.35 66597 6G05
13.00 66302 4A13
14.25 66023 6D61
22nd January
05.10 66623 6H51
05.45 66430 4H47
07.40 66847 6R46
10.35 66597 6G05
11.20 66434 4N66
13.00 66433 4A13
13.30 66023 6S36

MN-IS
OX-AB
RV-LT
GM-AB
Riccarton-GM
OX-IS
MN-IS
GM-PW
RV-LT
GM-ML
GM-AB
DS-GM

rd

23 January
05.45 66430 4H47
MN-IS
07.35 66847 6L82
GM-LW
08.30 66623 6A65
OX-AB
13.00 66433 4A13
GM-AB
13.30 66023 6S36
DS-GM
24th January
05.45 66304 4H47
MN-IS
06.30 66105 6A32
MN-AB
07.40 66147 6G25
FY-ES
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
13.00 66429 4A13
GM-AB
th
25 January
07.40 66847 6R46
GM-PW
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
13.00 66302 4A13
GM-AB
13.30 66113 6S36
DS-GM
th
26 January
10.05 66109 6A32
MN-AB
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
11.20 66302 4M16
GM-DV
13.00 66434 4A13
GM-AB
13.30 66015 6S36
DS-GM
15.00 37425/688 6Z42 Slateford-IS
16.10 66099 6K20
MN-Carmont
18.11 66105 6K21
MN-Carmont
22.09 66018 6K22
MN-Craigo
22.26 66015 6K23
MN-Craigo
22.36 66070 6K24
MN-Craigo
22.55 66076 6K25
MN-Craigo
th
27 January
00.04 66169 6K26
MN-Craigo
00.30 66597 6K27
MN-Craigo
13.08 66113/101 6K28 MN-Craigo
th
28 January
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
13.00 66432 4A13
GM-AB
14.25 66090 6D61
Riccarton-GM
th
29 January
05.45 66426 4H47
MN-IS
06.20 66113 6Z50
MN-AB
07.40 66147 6G2
FY-ES
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
11.20 66432 4N66
GM-ML
13.00 66430 4A13
GM-AB
13.30 66090 6S36
DS-GM
30th January
05.45 66301 4H47
MN-IS
06.20 66109 6Z50
MN-AB
07.40 66847 6L82
GM-LW
08.30 66623 6A65
OX-AB
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
13.00 66423 4A13
GM-AB
13.30 66090 6S36
DS-GM
st
31 January
05.10 66623 6H51
OX-IS
05.45 66301 4H47
MN-IS

31st January (cont)
06.30 66113 6A32
MN-AB
07.40 66147 6G2
FY-ES
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
st
1 February
00.30 66113 6H44
MN-IS
05.45 66301 4H47
MN-IS
06.20 66018/078 6Z50
MN-DC
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
13.00 66422 4A13
GM-AB
13.30 66110 6S36
DS-GM
nd
2 February
05.45 66301 4H47
MN-IS
10.05 66100/113 6A32
MN-AB
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
11.20 66422 4M16
GM-DV
13.30 66109/110 6S36
DS-GM
21.05 66090 6K12
MN-Carmont
22.35 66111 6K13
MN-Carmont
22.51 66169 6K14
MN-Carmont
23.35 66001 6K15
MN-Carmont
rd
3 February
00.05 66200 6K05
MN-LN
16.10 66102/67005 6K06
MN-Craigo
4th February
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
13.00 66422 4A13
GM-AB
14.25 66200 6D61
Riccarton-GM
th
5 February
06.30 66001 6Z50
MN-DC
07.40 66200 6G25
FY-ES
13.00 66305 4A13
GM-AB
13.30 66110 6S36
DS-GM
19.12 66001 6Z51
DC-MN
th
6 February
05.45 66428 4H47
MN-IS
06.25 66001 6Z50
MN-DC
08.30 66623 6A65
OX-AB
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
13.00 66421 4A13
GM-AB
13.30 66110 6S36
DS-GM
18.45 66001 6Z51
DC-MN
7th February
05.10 66623 6H51
OX-IS
05.45 66301 4H47
MN-IS
06.30 66102 6A32
MN-AB
07.40 66200 6G25
FY-ES
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
13.00 66421 4A13
GM-AB
th
8 February
00.30 66113 6H44
MN-IS
05.45 66301 4H47
MN-IS
06.20 66102 6Z50
MN-DC
07.40 66847 6R46
GM-PW
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
13.00 66425 4A13
GM-AB

th

8 February (cont)
13.00 66110 6S36
DS-GM
06.30 66009/193 6A32
MN-AB
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
10.37 66111/113 0K66
MN-AB
11.20 66428 4M16
GM-DV
th
9 February (cont)
13.00 66427 4A13
GM-AB
13.30 66110 6S36
DS-GM
21.05 66001 6K12
MN-Carmont
22.36 66082 6K13
MN-Carmont
22.52 66110/037 6K14
MN-Carmont
23.36 66250 6K15
MN-Carmont
th
10 February
00.06 66119 6K05
MN-LN
10th February
16.08 66193/088 6K06 MN-Craigo
11th February
05.45 66301 4H47
MN-IS
08.10 37259/602 6S99
CL-GE
08.30 66618 6A65
OX-AB
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
13.00 66423 4A13
GM-AB
th
12 February
05.45 66429 4H47
MN-IS
07.40 66009 6G25
FY-ES
07.40 66847 6R46
GM-PW
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
13.00 66425 4A13
GM-AB
th
12 February
18.45 66107 6Z51
DC-MN
23.50 37602/259 6M98
GE-CL
th
13 February
05.45 66429 4H47
MN-IS
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
13.00 66301 4A13
GM-AB
13.30 66110 6S36
DS-GM
18.45 66107 6Z51
DC-MN
21.05 37423 3Q16
MN-IS
th
14 February
05.10 66618 6H51
OX-IS
05.45 66429 4H47
MN-IS
06.30 66111 6A32
MN-AB
14th February
07.40 66009 6G25
FY-ES
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
GM-AB
13.00 66303 4A13
13.30 66110 6S36
DS-GM
th
15 February
00.30 66111 6H44
MN-IS
05.45 66429 4H47
MN-IS
07.40 66847 6R46
GM-PW
10.35 66597 6G05
RV-LT
13.00 66433 4A13
GM-AB
13.30 66110 6S36
DS-GM

Open Day News
It is hoped that as details become known of forthcoming Open Days around the country then info
concerning them will be notified to you. If anyone hears of any such events, please let the editor know.
Nothing to report.
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Railway Globetrotters
by Ray Smith
INDIA – Delhi:

February 21st 2012: The morning
was spent sightseeing in Delhi and
after lunch we headed for the Delhi
National
Railway
museum.
Wonderful! There many exhibits
from all over India. There were
familiar
sights
with
instantly
recognisable 2-8-0s, one a ROD and
the other a WD. We spent a good 2
hours looking round as can be seen
from the following photos.
MLR Railcar 899
21st February 2012

colourful Co-Co has got to be my senior
moment at the museum as I have no idea
what it is!, 21st February 2012

single ended Co-Co WDM-1 17000
is displayed on the turntable
21st February 2012

WCP-2 1-C-2 4006 ‘Sir Roger Lumley’
21st February 2012

NR WDM-4 Co-Co 18001
21st February 2012
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BNR narrow gauge 4-6-2 688,
21st February 2012

NMR 0-8-2T 37385, 21st February 2012

MLR 0-6-0 739, 21st February 2012

GIPR 4-4-2 922, 21st February 2012

BNWR 4-6-2 No 429, 21st February 2012

NWR 0-6-2T 707, 21st February 2012

SR 6 wheel Fowler No 203, 21st February 2012
33

a steam outline narrow gauge diesel
hauls the circular tour round the museum, 21st February 2012

Niligiri Hill Railway 0-8-2T 37385
21st February 2012

SIR Bo-Bo 21900
21st February 2012

Bo-Bo WAG-1 20710
21st February 2012

NB (WR) YDM-1R Bo-Bo 6002
21st February 2012
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GIPR WCG-1 Crocodile Co-Co 4502 ‘Sir Lesley Wilson’, 21st February 2012
photos by Ray Smith (to be cont)

Preservation Infrastructure News
Bluebell Railway (BBR): The public opening of the northern extension will occur on 23rd March with
two week opening festival up to 7th April, when the first through services will operate along the entire
route from Sheffield Park to East Grinstead. An Mk1 ex-BSK 35419 (977166) has been acquired from
Ashford Rail Plant Depot to provide visitor facilities at East Grinstead Station.
Nene Valley Railway (NVR): Formerly leased since 1977, the Fletton branch has been bought from
British Railways Board (BRB Residuary Ltd) and officially opened as part of the NVR on 1st March.
This 1¾ mile branch line links NVR just west of Orton Mere, at Longueville Junction, to the ECML at
Fletton Junction, about 1 mile south of Peterborough station.
Plym Valley Railway (PVR):
The PVR has finally extended its
running line by rebuilding 1 ½
miles of the former GWR branch
from Marsh Mills to Plym Bridge
where a single faced platform
has been built. With no loop,
trains need to top and tailed.
Royal Deeside Railway (RDR):
The RDR has enlarged its
facilities with the acquisition of
the endangered C listed station
building from Old Meldrum. It has
replaced the portakabin on Milton
of Crathes station (see photo of
work in progress right taken on
5th January 2013).
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Freight Corner
WAGON UPDATES by Trevor Roots:

To allow members to keep their copy UK Wagons as up to date as possible, changes are provided via
this spot every month. The 2013 edition has not only been updated but has been re-organised to be
more user friendly and incorporate stored wagons where known. As this latter attempt is anything but
exhaustive we rely on member sightings to help. Please let Trevor know, contact details on page 2, if
you have any amendments or wish pass on any other helpful wagon information.
Apologies, no matter how many proof reads there are unfortunately some omissions and errors crept
into the new book so thanks to those members who brought some of the following to our attention:
Page 13
Page 82
Page 91
Page 95
Page 107
Page 108
Page 109
Page 115

Delete: 19810/12/35/36/38-40/44/49/54/55 Add: 19837
83 70 4574 009-4 and 013-6 carry Balfour Beatty drain cleaning modules
33 70 4938 000-7 to 224-3 should be 31 70 4938 xxx-x
top two title boxes are transposed so 83 70 6955 xxx-x should be 37 70 6955 xxx-x and
vice versa
73926 should be named Stephen Keith Blanchard, not 73927
ZWA - B66 UC Tamper for 75401-411 should read ZWA - B41 UE Tamper and following
entry for 75501-02 ZWA - B45 Tamper should read ZWA - B66 UC Tamper
77315 – 77908 should be on page 108 after 77001-002
DR 76601 is named Olwen and it is an RM90NR not RM90RT
Delete: 78227 (scrapped) and 81521 (preserved at EAR..should have spotted this as I
have seen it there and got a photo !)

Amendments:
OTP: New: DR 79267 + 79277

Stored: DR 73103 / 73503 / 75201 / 75202 / 77336

FREIGHT NEWS
Their re-numbering was reported last month but the first of the ‘blue hoods’, IHA bogie canvas
enclosed steel carriers, entered service on 16th January with DBS on long term lease. Of the 200
Dutch registered wagons, 150 are to be used in the UK.

Light Rail, Metro & Tram News
Edinburgh: The last of the 27 trams ordered arrived at Gogar Depot on 10th December. It has been
confirmed that Lothian Buses will operate the tram network when public services begin mid 2014.
Metrolink: The latest sections to be opened to the public on 11th and 28th February respectively are
the 3.9 mile line from Manchester Piccadilly to Droylsden and the 4.4 mile extension from Shaw &
Crompton to Rochdale.

Stock Changes
It is hoped that all major changes recorded below will help you keep the Combine, Pocket Book and
Name Directory up to date, (numerous pool code changes will not be recorded). In order to compile
as accurate and up to date list as possible, can members please pass on their observations,
particularly name changes and multiple unit reformations to the editor, Trevor Roots
General:
As the first of the Cl.377/6 EMUs rolls of the production lines one EMU class has been deleted with
the disbanding of 460002. The 8 car Cl.460s, with the distinctive ‘Darth Vader’ nose, only lasted in
service for 12 years.
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An acceleration of locos going and quickly being scrapped has occurred due to the abandonment of
the DRS Cl.37/4 refurbishment programme. Not only have several 37/4s gone to meet their maker but
a fleet rationalisation by DRS sees the first Cl.20/3s off to the scrapyard accompanied by one Cl.47.
With 37402 and 37405 (when it’s fixed) returning to operational use and as seems likely 37401 to be
saved, probably moving to Bo’ness, then only 37422 remains to be dealt with.
Locos Exported: (Hungary)
86217 (450 006)
Locos Sent Abroad: (to France)
66028
Names: (* re-numbered)
New:
91007*
Skyfall
222004
Children’s Hospital Sheffield
395017
Dame Sarah Storey
22 Time Paralympic Medalist
Removed:
320322
Festive Glasgow Orchid
Transfers: (* into preservation)
Locos: (* into preservation)
D2587 BH to HST
09012* BH to SVR
20057 LM to BH
33103 BO to BBR
56038 EMR Kingsbury to BO
56077 EMR Kingsbury to BAT
D9537 RIP to ELR
37401 BH to BKR
EMUs:
460002 disbanded – driving cars to Brush,
Loughborough and intermediate trailers stored
at Long Marston
3905 (76398/62266/70904/76397) AF to BH
3918 (76528/62321/70950/76527) AF to BH

Locos Scrapped:
CF Booth, Rotherham

37087, 37417, 37428
37683, 47829

RIP - 37417 ‘Richard Trevithick’ in better days
working with 37401, Carlisle, 12th May 2008

RIP - 37683 stored at Crewe Heritage Centre
12th March 2011
in happier times 460002 heads south through
Clapham Junction, 21st April 2009
DVT:
82101 to DRS
Dept Coaches:
977163*/167* AP to ESR
977166* AP to BBR
977165 AP to ALY
Re-numbered:
Coaches:
11083 to 12179
11086 to 12181
Locos for Scrapping:
CF Booth, Rotherham
20306, 20310, 20313
20315, 37411, 37415
37696, 47791

RIP - 47829 stored at Long Marston
5th May 2012 (Neil Dix)
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Transferred Stock
previously stored at Crewe
56077 has now moved to
Shackerstone, Battlefield Line
5th February 2013
(photo by Bob Reynolds)

previously stored at OOC
and latterly Crewe, from where
56037 has now moved to
Shackerstone, Battlefield Line
5th February 2013
(photo by Bob Reynolds)

2002 (20063) is now at
Shackerstone, Battlefield Line
having moved from
Castle Hedingham,
Colne Valley Railway
5th February 2013
(photo by Bob Reynolds)
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now on its way to restoration at ELR
D9537 is seen at its private
Rippingale Station location
2nd October 2011
(with permission)

New Livery & Re-numbering

91107 re-numbered 91007 and named ‘Skyfall’ in honour of the 23rd and latest James Bond film
Doncaster, 5th March 2013 (James Holloway)
(the name is just a sticker at present but it is planned to change it to a cast plate)
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ICRS Publications
With UK Wagons and UK Combine now out, the
next release at the printers is the 2013 UK Pocket
Book due out mid April.
All 2012 editions are still available but will be
updated throughout 2013 except the Name
Directory which will not be updated until 2014. Due
to poor sales (the reason no 2012 issues were
released) none of the individual books will be
produced in 2013.
As for future titles, an eagerly awaited updated
Ultimate Sighting File is in preparation for release
during 2013 to celebrate our 40 year anniversary
and will combine all locos into one book rather than
the 3 previously published.
Books can be ordered online via PayPal at
www.icrs.org.uk or by post from Carl Watson,
ICRS Publications, 14, Partridge Gardens,
Waterlooville, Hampshire PO8 9XG (please made
cheque / PO payable to ICRS).
All books, except UKRS01 Pocket Book, are A5
wire bound printed on 90gm paper with laminated
card covers allowing them to be laid flat.

Book Titles: (all Members receive up to 27% discount on 2012/13 ICRS books)
New: (2013 – green) (* due mid April)
UKRS01
UK Pocket Book 2013 (252 pages) *
UKRS02A
UK Combine 2012 (280 pages)
UKRS03
UK Wagons 2013 (136 pages)
Current: (2012 - red)
UKRS04
UK Name Directory 2012 (172 pages)
UKRS19
Irish Railways 2012 (53 pages)

(updated to 1st Jan13)
(updated to 1st Jan13)
(updated to 1st Jan13)
(updated to 10th Nov11)
(updated to 1st Jul12)

In Preparation: (publication date to be confirmed)
UKRS21
Ultimate Sighting Files - Locomotives
Proposed:
UKRS22
Ultimate Sighting Files – Diesel Units
UKRS23
Ultimate Sighting Files – Electric Units
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non-member
member
Price
£9.50
£7.00
£15.99
£12.00
£12.99
£9.50
£12.99
£9.00

£9.50
£6.50

TBC

TBC

TBC
TBC

TBC
TBC

